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Miss Shirley Ann Purnell:

. Senior Wins Miss-Mid-South' Title

:es

Officials Agree
To Attend Classes

VANTED
namee and
rms that UR.
SOMERS for
your IIBITIG.
3 Farmer 210
10, N.Y.
piano tuned
4 for service.

GREENWOOD, Miss.—Janie,
McDonald, a field worker for
the Student Nonviolent CoordinatingCommittee, reported /
today that Greenwood Police
Chief Lary and Mayor Samp
son had both agreed to conte
classes and
to citizenship
speak about city government
and law enforcement.

PLANNING A RECOGNITION AND TALENT PROGRAM in
connection with the celebration of Teaching Career Month
(April) are the above teachers. The program is scheduled
for 8 p.m. Friday at Hamilton high school. Retired teachers
will be given special recognition as well as teachers with
252-years or more of service, teachers with beginning tenure
and future teachers who are now college seniors. Also "all

teachers" will be saluted. The above committe are: left
right: Mrs. Ruth Beauchamp, Willie Terry, Mrs. Fah
Austin, Mrs. Myrtle Crawford. Mrs. Annie Naylor. Mrs.
Maudeen Seward. Standing: Johnnie, co-chairman. Mrs.
Mary Collier. chairman: Mrs. Rachel ('arrier, and Mrs.
Rubye D. Spight.

Demonstrations
To Continue

McDonald said that Annelle
Ponder, a field secretary for
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and Susie
Taylor, a Greenwood high
school student and SNCC
worker, went to speak to the
two officials this morning.
Both Miss Ponder and Miss
Taylor had invited them in
order to further mutual understanding in the community.
McDonald also reported that
the last five persons remaining in jail after last week's
arrest of 19 citizens near the
Leflore County Courthouse
were released Monday after
they had put up $500 property
bond each.

Eric Rainey. a Greenwood
citizen, was arrested Saturday
night for "reckless driving,"
McDonald said, about eight
hours after Rainey had tried
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — De- to register.
spite beatings, arrests and inJames Forman, executive secjunctions against their demonretary of SNCC, said in Atstrations, student anti-segrelanta today after 8 days in
gation leaders here have vowGreenwood jails, "When the
Kiss FOR A WLNNER
ed they "will not tolerate for
Student Nonviolent Coordinatlong violations of their rights
Committee began a voter
ing
her to collect vdtes to win. Hi.
as citizens."
registration program in the
is Shelby Purnell of the same
TannesSeven University of
Mississippi Delta in the sumaddress.
see students and two Knox- mer of 1962, we realized that
The winner will be crowned
all
—
students
ville College
our efforts might be met by
during a ball next month, at
Equal
for
Students
members of
violence and intimidation. We
which time she will be preTreatment (SET) — were ar- were convinced then, and are
sented with the grand prizes,
helptime
of
lot
a
sacrificed
I
cried
me"
chargReally!
and
5
"Really!
April
here
rested
convinced now, that no matter
which will include a trip to
Collier, and Mrs. Rubye Spight. (Staff Photo ed with assault and battery.
LOOKING OVER. THE "Teaching Career"
what it takes we will continue 17-year-old Shirley Ann Purling -her to collect votes," said Chicago where she will meet
Purnell.
Mrs.
was
informed
she
when
nell
Withers).
by
Loeb
Proclamation issued by Mayor Henry
world famous persons during a
Deputy Sheriff R. S. Graves to work with the courageous
that she had won the Miss- i The winner and her mother royal tour.
are: Left-right: Nat D. Williams, Mrs. Mary
filed the complaint against citizens of Mississipp until all
being
after
contest
South
appreciaMid
great
expressed
both
regdthem after the proprietor of persons in the state,
First alternate is Miss Earlie
voted the most popular and tion to friends, churches and
the Tennessean Pestaurant. less of race, can vote." Mae Biles, 16, a junior at Mt.
Tri-State
the
in
girl
supported
prettiest
who
organizations
where sit-ins have been held
Pisgah high school. She is the
Area.
Miss Purnell in the contest by
an inThe Associated Clubs, Inc., since March 29. obtained
at voting for her. The mother daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
senior
a
Purnell,
Miss
7259 Bridgewater
Mayor Henry Loeb endorsed 'therefore, I, Henry Loeb, May- plan to hold installation of of- junction against 11 demonstratManassas high school, added: and daughter said: "we love Lee Biles of
Rd.
"Teaching Career Month" by 'or of the City of Memphis, ficers Sunday, April 21 at the ors. Marion Barry, of Memphis,
I'm
over.
is
it
glad
I'm
"My!
repay
we
can
How
all.
them
issuing a proclamation last do hereby declare April, 1963, FooteHomes
auditorium former chairman of the Stuglad that I won." She turned them for their kindness to us?" Second alternate is Miss Caweek. The proclamation stat- to be Teaching Career Month Speakers will include Nat D.'dent Nonviolent Coordinating
rolyn Randle, 19, a freshman
to her mother, Mrs. Shelby
to
prescitizens
and
The pretty co-ed is very
— and urge all
cd in full:
Williams, Hosea Bridges and Committee (SNCC)
960 Keel Ave., popular at her school. She is at Henderson Business college.
Memphis
of
Purnell
Annual
Sixth
The
to
denied
responsibility
SET.
of
ent co-chairman
"Whereas, the' month of shoulder their
Charles W. Westbrooks.
is now in "Mommy! mommy! are you a member of the NDCC, Cot- She is the daughter of Elder
the assault and battery charges. Area Science Fair
April has been designated as pay tribute to members of
exhibits will be sure that I have won." Her tillion and Double-10 club, Na- and Mrs'. C. L. Randle of 2757
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at
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on display in Bruce hall on mother assured her that the tional Honor Society. She is Select Ave.
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Mrs. Purnell said, when askWoods, 2766 EnterOils. J. Dixon.
Very talented, she sings very Charles
oping our future citizens; Now Loeb.
a Negro student at the segre- associate director.
ed by a Tri-State Defender
prise Ave.
offered
been
had
She
well.
gated diner.
The sponsors of this year's reporter how she felt about
of the
On March 30 full scale sit- fair are Universal Life Insur- her daughter winning the first scholarships by three colleges. The final standings
Tennessean.
However, she had been accept- first four conestants are:
the
at
began
ins
ance company and the Tri- annual popularity contest: "I
ed by Fisk university for the Miss Shirley Purnell .. 32,505
The only disturbance that daY State Defender newspaper.
had to cry — because I was so
Miss Earlie Mae Biles .. 24,020
occurred when a special officer
My fall term.
won.
had
she
that
happy
by tha restaurant's Categories of science in, daughter wanted to win so Miss Purnell, an only child, Miss Carolyn Randle .. 23,015
9,800
manager dragged one demon- which entries have been made' badly. She worked very hard. said that her father helped Miss Katherine Woods
'manager
'strator out the rlo,,r, The others are biological and physical
—
sat for over eight hours with- sciences, chemistry, physics,
mathematics and electronics.
'out receiving service.

Despite Beatings

'Oh! Really Me!' Cried Winner
Of 'Miss-Mid South' Popularity

'
Mayor Backs'Teaching Career Install Officers

Young Scientists
Exhibit At Fair

Three National Organizations To
Hold Conference On Racial Bias
In This Country's Hospitals
NEW YORK — A major as- Dr. Cobb today in announcing
sault on racial bias in the na- the seventh annual national
tion's hospitals has been plan- conference, "but it will be a
ned by the National Associa- major operation designed to
tion for the Advancement of remove the cancer of race dis'Colored People, the National crimination from public and
CUMMINGS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Urban League, and the Na- private hospitals throughout
tional Medical Association in the nation."
role of the home as a factor
a two-day conference in Atian- In addition to officials from
in the total development of
hospital groups and the govta. Ga., on May 17-18.
the child when he stated that
Spearheaded by Roy Wilkins, ernment, the Conference proThe dedicatorial service for resented the Office of Sanford the parents should be concernNAACP executive secretary, gram will include representa- Cummings Elementary School's land Ellis Architects. Sanford ed about where they placed
Whitney Young, national di- tives from national Negro re- new building was held recently briefly discussed "The Archi- their values; whethgr on the
rector of the National Urban ligious, civic, and professional in the school's new cafetorium. tectural Solution"
-child or more on material
League, and Dr. John A. Ken- organizations.
The third speaker was E C. things.
The program was witnessed
ney, jr., NMA president, the The site of the Conference
principals,'Stimbert, superintendent of He, also stated that teachers
supervisors,
by
conference will bring together in Atlanta and the program will teachers, patrons and friends., Memphis City Schools Stim- should inspire new concepts
leaders from civic groups, pro- be announced shortly. In an
The program consisted of bert's speech was centered and motivations for children in
fessional hospital organizations,
to obtain a broad rep- three speakers, introduced by around the child. He won the their first year so learning will
and federal agencies. Professor resentative participation at the
Mrs. Helen M. Hooks, principal hearts of all the patrons, teach- become a part of them. He
Elementary ers and friends when he asked further stated that teachers
Cummings
medical sessions, the conference spoh- of
Howard University
a first grader to come to the should not only know their
sors invite all interested organ'. I school.
School in Washington, D. c., zations to join.
stage and then addressed his subject matter, but they should
E.
F.
was
speaker
first
The
founder of the conference in
audience, saying, "Upon this love and try to understand
A. C. "Moohah" Williams and the son of 1957, is chairman of its execu- For additional conference in- Oswalt, who spoke on "School
child I will base my speech. each child.
the
discussed
He
Housing."
persons
Lauderdale.
S.
interested
861
of
Strickland
Mn. Joan
tive committee. Dr. Emery L. formation,
At the close of the program
My concern and only concern
The girls are the daughters of Mrs. Maxine Rann of Charlotte, N. C., is should communicate with Hos- new building and the function is upon this child, its security, he audience toured the buildroom.
each
of
Girard
1219
pital
Conference.
Buford of 832 Whitford. (Mark Stansbury chairman of the conference.
educational needs." ings and observed some of the
The second speaker was welfare and
'This is not an initial opera- Street, N. W., Washington 9,
Photo).
emphasized the classwork of the students.
Stimbert
repwho
Sanford,
A.
Henry
C.
tion on patient Jim Crow," said D.

Cummings Dedicates New Building

EASTER FINERY — Little Eric strick•
la*, two, seems to be describing the Easter
bunny to two of his small playmates. Avis
dipford, four, at left, and her young slater,
dm, four, on last Sunday afternoon. The
lad making the gestures Is the grandson of

ip
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Two Employed By
Housing Authority
Two women who are known
for their civic and political
work, were employed as Home
Visitors by the Memphis Metropolitan Housing authority
earlier this week, it was
learned.
The women are Mrs. Ethel
Lenoir, 1288 Gill Ave., and
Mrs. Alice Sandridge, 2167
Chelsea Ave.
Mrs. Lenoir was formerly
employed at Goldsmith's and
Mrs. Sandridge was formerly
employed by the Friendly
Cab company. Both are members of the Ninth Congressional District Chapter of the
Tennessee Federation of DemJERSEY JOE WALCOTT is being congratulated (for setting ocratic Leagues. Mrs. Lenoir
WAITING TO
promoMemphis
Regus,
by
John
two records in Memphis)
is assistant secretary and Mrs.
ter of wrestling. Jersey Joe was the first Negro to engage in Sandridge is a member of the Kingstree, S. C.—Frank Robinson (right),
CORE field secretary, is shown during mass
a public mix-match — boxing-wrestling — in Memphis. He executive board.
stand-in conducted at registrar's office of
is the first Negro to box a wrestler. This took place at the
Williamsburg S.C.) County. More than 200
City Auditorium Monday night. Walcott said "I took Lou
Negroes attempting to register stayed at the
Thing (the wrestler) on, because he challenged any former
The Ninth Congressional office from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. On March
World Heavyweight Champion. All of the other living
District Chapter of Tennessee 4th only 14 Negroes were registered to vote
champions refused to engage In the match. He is one of
Federation of Democratic the world's greatest wrestlers and I am still a Pretty-good Leagues has
planned to hold
boxer." Promoter Regus said: "I am happy that this par- its regular monthly meeting
ticular match took place here in Memphis for more than Thursday, April 18 at 8 p.m.
one reason. It was a privilege to associate with Jersey Joe at Universal Life Insurance
In this endeavor."
building, 480 Lilden Ave.
Page 1
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Starts SATURDAY!
APRIL 20 —
ONE BIG WEEK

Visits Here
Clarence Williams, formerly
of Memphis and graduate of
Booker T. Washington, is here
from Los Angeles, Cal., visiting his family for a month.
His father is Hoyle Williams,
1570 Latham St., and his father Jerry D. Williams, 1516 Hancur St. Williams is also accompanied by daughter, Helen,
5.

This, in its own terrifying way,
is a
love
story!
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AT E. H. CHUMP HOSPITAL: Buckley, 278 Maryland; boy,
Mark Eugene.
March 26.
Mr. and Mrs. James Collins, Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Hop227 W. Utah; boy, William Earl. son, 577 Jessamine; boy, RonMr. and Mrs. Louis P. Gailey, ald Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah L. John274 Edsel; girl, Lois LaJuan.
son, 1278 Empire; girl, Joyce
March 27.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jenkins, Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee
2154 Eldridge; boy, Alex
Harris, 1473 Hyde Park; boy,
Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jen- Roger Lee.
nings, 295 Peebles rd.; boy, April 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton HudTony Roche.
son, 325 Simpson; boy, Robert
March 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Rosevon Byrd, Lee.
1149 Ryder; boy, Marvin Le- Mr. and Mrs. Galvester
REGISTER TO VOTE
Franklin, 1102 Beach; girl, L
Shun.
out of a total of 138 who tried. It took an
Mr. and Mrs. Ocie Thomp- calvette.
hour and 10 minutes Just to process one
W.
son, 1336 Gleason; girl, Ola Mr. and Mrs Charles
person. According to Robinson,"We plan even
Bolton, 1122 College; girl,
Jean.
acprotest
bigger stand-ins and additional
Robin Lynne.
March 30.
tion until this deliberate slowdown on the
Mr. a n d Mrs. Theodore Mr. arid Mrs. Howard E.
registration process is ended and normal Smith, 672 Mosby; girl, Renae Wadlington. 1423 College; boy,
Howard Etha Jr.
procedures are adopted."
DcWayne.
W. AnMr. and Mrs. Spencer Wig- Mr. and Mrs. Robert
derson, 365 S. Lauderdale; boy,
gins, 1512 Latham; a boy.
Terry Lee.
March 31.
Reuben Boone,
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Mr. and Mrs.
girl, Regina.
Barnes. 1281 Worthington; twin 1873 Person;
grils: Arvis Suzanne and Avis April 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Mamon JackSuzette.
son, 905 Alaska; boy, Joe E.
Mr . and Mrs. Oscar Lee PinMr. and Mrs. Booker T.
son, 357 Boyd; girl, Penny YuMorgan, 1558 Ash; boy, James
rai.
Earl.
Aoril 1.
and Mrs. Bobby B. HarMr.'and Mrs. Milton Green- Mr.
r)s. 291 Decatur; girl, Rhonda
lee, 1830 Kerr; boy, Eric RayIMichelle.
nerd.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith.
April 2.
712 Regent; girl, Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Dotson,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
1043 Tupelo; boy, Cortrell RayYancey, 1512 Riverside; boil,
nard.
JACKSON TEACHER'S OFFICERS
Tony Jay.
April 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave R. Jones,
JCTA; Mrs. M. F. Stone, outgoing president;
Installation services for officers of the JackMr. and Mrs. Sydney Porter, 1209 Marble; girl, Gwendolyn
parCole,
C.
0.
Beck,
chaplain;
C.
0.
Mrs.
Shell.
girl,
held
were
Cl.;
son City Teachers' Association
1897 Keltner
Yvette.
liamentarian; and Mrs. B. H. Collins. treas- April 4.
recently during a dinner meeting at WashMr. and Mrs. Willie L. Warr
viceMonroe,
Robert Carr.
B.
M.
are
Not
pictured
urer.
ington-Douglas school, and here the officers
ford, 1180 Florida; boy, AnStewart.
G.
W.
president,
s.
Mrs.
and
Werthing,
Apt.
Carver,
200M1r.and
are seen at the recent celebration. From left
tonin Hosea.
science instructor at Merry High school, has ric Shontee
are Mrs. Vera Brooks, alternate delegate to
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Cox,
HamRoosevelt
Mrs.
a master's degree from Indiana university Mr. and
the NEA; Miss Jessie L. Brooks, supervisor
girls: 973 Randle; girl, Linda Faye.
twin
Cella;
1577
and studied at Tuskegee last year under a ilton,
of instruction; S. H. Bronaugh, business
Marilyn Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
National Science Foundation grant. He will Marlene Cordette and
Brooks. 379 Scott; boy, Chermanager of Lane college, who installed offirepresent JCTA at the NEA meeting in July. Cordene.
es Elliott Jr.
Hightowcers; J. H. Werthing, in-coming president of
Irvin
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo CampFranchot
boy,
Alcy;
1718
er,
bell, 283 Dixie Mall; boy, KcnGardell.
Wayne.
YOU'LL HAVE THE
we,. and Mrs Frnest John- neth
April 10.
Linda
girl,
Whitmore;
1528
BEST-DRESSED CHILD
son,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert FerciiGay.
IN SCHOOL AND SAVE
Joe son, 1378 Michigan; girl, Avis
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
1; Yvette
WITH THIS...
Lewis. 1145 Vollentine, Apt.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Bell,
ATLAS RECONDITIONED
The Promoters' opened its boy, Lonnie Mic:iael.
780 Kerr: boy, Robert Earl Jr.
GASTON
JOHN
1
AT
.bowling league with 20 teams
Mr. and Mrs. Bragg Powell,
HOSPITAL:
400 E. Trigg; boy, Anthony
last week. This is believed to
April 6.
be the biggest league at Roll- Mr. and Mrs. Will Scott,n1drelr5i Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison JackrsAMmicol:aeAl Anboy,
away Lanes. Isaac Young, Kentucky;
caknyd; m
son, 1176 Merchant; girl, Lori
business manager of the Pro- thony.
Lucendia.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hill)
moters said that "more than
DiLesia
girl,
Grant;
1460 Roberts; boy, William
34 teams are expected to join
Earl.
the league. He added "Southern ane.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmerson
M
n
mr. and Mrs. Floyd Davis,
i Educators, Inc. will supply sathooen,.r.
boy,
Williams;
558
1130 University, Apt. 10; girl,
I shirts for two of the teams
as well as give a $259 set of Wilmon LaSherman.
Mr. and ,Mrs. Robert Wilencyclopedias, according to a April 7.
S. Wellington; girl,
report of Jeff Smythe, vice Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Brown, liams. 1511
president of the Southern Edu- 1423 N. Bellevue; boy. Leonard. Shirley Ann.
Mr. and Mr,. Bennie Cole,
Mr. and Mrs. George L.
cators, Inc.
1603 Orr; girl, Sharon Denise.
and Mrs. Tommy D.
N. Bellevue; boy,
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK Bowie. 1185
Temmy Dean Jr.
SAFE DRIVER? DESERVE LOWER RATES?
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith,
all For FREE Homo
298 Walker; boy, Darron DeCALL ON US. DRIVERS IN TROUBLE TOO.
D•toonstration . . .
shay.
Anvil 11.
Visit Owr Roo...Pito!
CIF-TOWPO.R.S, MAIL COUPON.,
;
OLIT
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Pittman,
Display Rooms
es,
809 N. F1,th• girl, Kay Frao,
•
ATLAS SAWING CINTIRS, INC.
IA 6 8977
COLUMBIAN TOWER
n
vIIII; l'ENIR ti, 4VF.NUI:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Phil,0
Dew 5., I imuld Mi. a Pill Weal Owns'
811 Boston: boy, chrles.
nienen et nui ATLAS ROAViltIPMel Soper•
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
* ler only $00.00 •
Porlable Seelne Mocha,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Phillips,
SEWING CENTERS
'45341) Norma dr.; girl, Shesta
Pltions
A--,
ADDRESS
'Ann.
Weft
•Ctly
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Smith 40111
Mowry oF Fay
LI. O. nave Ditannana
a
F S. Wellington; girl, Mitt
Perkins
Roth.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Myles, 533 E. Trigg; girl,
NEW Sheryl Candle.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Redd,
1146 Vollentine; girl, Quala
HURRY!
Diana.
Mr. and Mrs. Elihue StanWE ONLY HAVE A FEW LEFT
hack. 1313 Airways blvd.; boy,
Anthony.
Aneil 12.
OR WRITE
Mr. and Mrs. William J.
(NIGHTS BY APPOINTMENT) -Al NITE CALL FA 4-0551
Riddle 1472 N. Apple; boy.
William James.
Mr. a nd "ores. Raymond C
Spencer, 1212 Smith; girl, Deboreh Lynne.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Butler. 2437 Corry; boy, Terry Le.
Toy.
'rid Mrs Jerry E Smith.
CONSOLE MC DE L
1586 Dianne cl.; girl, Beverly
Gail.
e
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L.
Street. 1574 Miller; boy, Tommy Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie! Morris,
1404 Doris; girl, Delois Ann.g
ZIC 1.46
Mr. and Mrs. William DimC
CAST
MOLTS
286 Buffington; boy, Bengan,
4
jamin Clay.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton N. JohnNUNI
I
son, 2.701 Harrison; girl, Bridgette Rochelle..
Mr. and Mrs. Joe F'erbv. 1431
IIIMAAATtla
Oriole; boy, Michael Anthony.
II WV
Mr. end Mrs. Osby Lester,
872 McComb; girl, Priscilla.

Promoters Starts
Bowling League

276-4459

C

OK Automobile Insurance

ATLAS

McDANIELS WEEKLY
SPECIAL

NOW DEMONSTRATED FREE IN
YOUR HOME
PHONE JA 7-4591
24th ANNIVERSARY
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SEWING MACHINE
WITHOUT ATTACHMENTS TOO CAN

IT TAKES CARNATION—
AND PLENTY OF IT—
TO BUILD A BOY LIKE THIS
It's the extra Vitamin 0 in Carnation that helps put the
muscle in his arms, the strength in his grip and the
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when you add an equal amount of water, Carnation is
richer than sweet, whole milk.* No wonder this is the

Bow

healthy family milk—the best milk to start on, best

(it)

milk to stay on, all through childhood!
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McDANIEL'S

Furniture & Appliance Co.

117 So. Parkway East

WH 6-1667

HAROLD
Says,
"WAKE UP YOU
HIBERNATORS"

Spring is
bursting out
All over this
World

Famous corner

BEALE & HERNANIDO

- 1.
T5.1.- AND NIAlt C f:...UPON

sparkle in his smile! Carnation has twice the Vitamin
D of ordinary milk, in every double-rich drop! Even

PEI
HEM

1 H.P. AIR CONDITIONER S12900

49"

SEWING MACHINE
EXCHANGE

Here you'll find every kind of tonic
for your Spring Festivities!
Bourbon-Scotches-Gins
Wines-Vodkas

QUALITY LIQUORS
Corner Beale & Hernando
MGR., HAROLD STREETS

Orange Mound Day
Nursery's Parade
Among the many Easte!
Parades was the parade put on
by the Orange Mound Day
Nursery for its 23 youngsters.
The youngsters marched down
Park ave., last Friday morning,
carrying their colorful baskets
,of Easter eggs and bunnies.
i Mrs. Dorothy Clark, who is
iacting director of the nursery,
/
4
was in charge of the annua
parade. Mrs. Mozella Frankli
,2572 Supreme ave., director 0
the nursery. is ill.
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Stillman College's Thespians
expect to be presented Saturday May 4, at Bruce Hall, Le'Moyne College, in their hilarious production of Ossie
Davis' "Purlie Victorious." The
comedy-fantasy was one of last
season's top Broadway successes and has just been released
for amatuer presentations.
Purlie Victorious is the selfmade minister who comes back
to his cotton plantation shack
with a plan to swindle the
"boss-man" out of $500 to buy
back an old barn so that he
can open a church. It is in the
lines themselves, that playwright Davis has succeeded in
creation uproariously funny
scenes.
Playing the leading role of
Purlie will be Nathaniel Cash
who last year distinguished
himself as Walter Younger in
the Thespians production of
"Raisin in the Sun." Other
William Jones, Gov. Williams had Just admembers of the interracial cast A recent visitor to Ibadan. Nigeria, West Afdressed the students of University college In
include Erma Bennett, Zephyr rico, was Gov. G. Mennrn Williams, now AsThomas, Wesley Lollar, Ethel sistant Secretary of State for African Affairs,
lbanda on "America's Foreign Policy Toward
White and Roy Harris. Three and here he is seen posing with Mr. and Mrs.
Africa."
_
Stillman College faculty memA member of Alpha Kappa
bers complete the cast. Rev.
Alpha sorority, Mrs. Jones was
Davis Yeuell, College Chaplin,
one of the pioneers in raising
plays the major role of the,E
funds for research on Sickle
"boss man," 01' Cap'n. James
Cell Anemia, one of the projAckerman and Dr. William
,cts of the sorority.
Venable are seen as the sheriff
Ex-Librarian 36 2
and his deputy. The producWINNING COWBOYS AND GIRLS of this year's annual
dressed cowboys and girls. Above are. Melvin Adams, James
tion is under the direction of Introducing outstanding(can
Bar J. U. Roundup which was sponsored recently by the
Carter, Lanetha Branch, Marion Peels, Charles Jarrett and
authors.
Bill Fegan, director of drama American visitors
Negro Junior Chamber of Commerce, were photographed
to top Ni- During the first week in
Dalsy Paige. Curtis Garrett was chairman of the dance.
on the Stillman campus, and gerian government
during the charity dance. Prizes were given for the bestofficials is!April, Jones began a 26-week
former professional actor-proone of the jobs of William E. radio show featuring the music
ducer and director.
We are told that the survey- in an auto accident,
Jones, Owen college librarian of Negro college choirs.
•
The performance of "Purlie now on leave and serving with
boys will be here a total of six its teeth, cut his lip.
GOOD HEALTH
Victorious" here is sponsored the United States
months.
Information] Jones reported that he and
by the Memphis Chapter of Service in lbadan, Nigeria,
in his family are enjoying "sur-1 A fashion show, entitled "An
THE WOMAN WON tlic
Stillman College Alumni asso- West Africa.
prisingly good health as cam- Evening, With Fashions," has
money at the poker game. The
ciation. For information on
Jones, who left the U. S. for pared with many Americans been planned by a group of
tickets call 276-0284 before 3
• man got very angry. He threatAfrica during the latter part here. This area was once call- Princeton Chapel A M E Zion
p.m. and 276-7751 after 4 p.m.
coed to hit her. She knocked
of
1962,
made
a
report to Dr. ed 'the white man's grave,' and Church members for Sunday,
Rowan Miller is president of
t.•
him put with a cane-bottom
Charles L. Dinkins, in a recent ,it is not too far different to—April 28. at 3 orn. The church
the local association.
,
********•*********....,.....................; chair. He called the police to
letter to the Owen college ores- day."
is located at 2260 Eldridge St.
ha vt• her arreAcci. Both ended
ident.
, With Jones in lbadan are Models will include Gracie A SUPERMARKET on Vance during 'uncials.
He also refers up in the jug.
(The first hard liquor
He 'wrote: "My family and his wife, the former Miss An- Hardy, Arrilla Miller, Beverly
ave lias caused some of
to the cemetery as "my ceine- JERSEY JOE WALCOTT.
I are doing nicely here. Our.drewnetta Hawkins, a register- Braswell. two mo:her-daughter
that's not "hard.")
sues not appear to have grown'
car arrived in good shape andL ed medical technologist, and teams including Mrs. Ella customers to howl about pack- lei y."
:my
old,
r
tnan
he
was
vrilen
he
in a few days our households their two children, William jr.IMathis and Mrs. Angela Pryor age: of garlic coming out of LOT OF LOCAL postal workwas the world's heavyweight
goods should be here. The boat and Renee.
,with their daughters; and Miss Mississippi wrapped in a pack- rs tire -shook•up u.:cause tin
i Ii
Or nip. You know iibout the
carrying them just arrived from
Mrs. Jones was a medicaliLillie Wesson. HMS will be age dispiaying ine
tiag.,"Survey Team" which is reAechnologist at E. II. Crump.modeled by Mrs. Eunice Car- Some of the customers ex- po/leo to be lucre irying io cut- boxing-wrestling bout he had
The Teen-Ark-Miss Girls tile States."
Ilt•lit with Lou Thisz.
Memorial hospital for several ruthers. Mrs. Amelia Malone pressed themselves in this back on the postal overhead is
Scout Council is excepting reg- RECENT VISITOR
JIMMY WALKER, known in
manner. All Americans who still bi•iiming the "evil eye
istrations for its "established" One of the more recent vial- years and had joined the staff will be narrator.
political rings, got ballgvti up
and Day Camps.
tors to Ibadan whom Jones of Medical Associates Clinic be- Joe Bland is chairman of the do not want the Aliv•rican Flag,_.
The "established" camp is had an opportunity to welcome fore her husband was appoint''affair. Mrs. G. Bland Braswell as their symbol, should leave
.the country. The Rebel flovi
is vice chairman.
scheduled to be held at Camp to Nigeria was former Michigan ed to the USIS.
should be retired once and for
Tapawingo, located near Como, Governor E. Mennen Williams,
all
Miss. in two sessions (a ses- Assistant Secretary of State
BEPORTS ARE that an assion being 13 days): June 16- for African Affairs, who was
sistant superintendent at the
29 and June 30-July 13. The there to speak to the students
National Cemetery has little
215/ CENTRAL AT COOPER
wooded ridges offer an ideal of University College on the
SR 6-7573
— if any respect ior *reeved
setting for adventurous, excit- subject: "America's Foreign
families of veterans during fuPolicy Toward Africa."
ing camping.
nerals at the cemetery. Several
I. IXF.' P.-IRK/AG 11(E.1
Campers will live in troop Jones has appeared on a
complaints have been made
Karnowsky
SOFT BLENDED WHISK EY•146 PROOF
size units of 20 each with three television show and recently
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
concerning
the
assistant
superreviewed
two
books by Amen staff members in each unit. The
CAL
VEST DIST. CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.
Our New Location After April 1, 1963
intendent's unbecoming conduct
camp is composed of one cabin
6,
16
Poplar
Ilamlin
.‘t
unit and one tent unit for more
experienced campers. The tents
Memphis First Drive-In Pawn Shop
also house four girls each and
are well constructed with
wooden floors.
from tortures of vaginal
Mrs. Vander Washington, Bers's blessed relief
Itch, rectal itch, chafing, rash and eczema
3805 Horn Lake Road, will be with an amazing new scientific formula
LANACANE. This fast-acting, stain
the camp director, she recently galledmedicated
creme kills harmful bacteria
less
Enough to Serve - Small Enough to Appreciate
returned from training at Ex- Seem, while it soothes raw, irritated and
Stops scratching—so
tissue.
skin
inflamed
celsior Springs, Mo.
Memphis Finest Pawn Shop
speech healing. Don't suffer another minute.
Girls who have completed
LANACANE today at all drug stores.
They say "the first 100 years are the hardest"...and now
the third grade and others may
behind US. SO, LET'S GO!
register. They do not have to
be a Girl Scout to go to the I
camp.
Touch football with the kids . a "twist" party with the gang.
The Day Camp for Tawasi
a day's work efficiently done... these are joys of good health.
District will be held at Fuller
State Park on July 8 - 13.
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MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!

ITC HING Tort
StoppedlikeMagic

Health — physical and mental — so often token for granted,
and abused, yet so precious and fragile ... and so easily

Buy Your
1963

destroyed by a moment of over-exposurg, the burden
of over-work, the erosion of constant frustration and
insecurity. Time was when there was little we could do
"CLIPPER -TYPE" SHAVERS
PINCH Off WHISKERS

From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

e D. ButTerry Le-

New Norelco 'floating-head'Speedshaver
for clean, close rotary-blade comfort

about this. But today there ore ways to prevent .. .
ways to fight ... ways to speed recovery. And we should
know them all because ...
we need every bit of
physical and mental strength
that we can muster for
the demanding years

ahead.

JA 6-8871
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y Easter
de put on
und Day
oungsters.
hed down
morning,
1 baskets
bunnies.
, who is
nursery,
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Frankli
irector

NORELCO ROTARY BLADES
STROKE OFF WHISKERS

WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS
THIRD & GAYOSO

E. Smith.
, Beverly

Day
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CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS

NORTH MEMPHIS LOAN COMPANY
Serving Memphis Since 1926

Cars Or
Used Cars

rbv 1431
Anthony.
Lester,

Soft

John Ronza's
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gg; girl,

N. Johnrl, Bridg-
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PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

New Norelco 'floating-head' Speedshaver 30 Heads
swivel to hug face.
handsome new design. Rotary blades. 'Pop-open' vents for easy 'cleaning.
110/220 volts(AC/DC). Adapts to world-wide use. Travel case. Model SC7960

This Is our most
Important fight so ..

LET'S MAKE GOOD HEALTH OUR FIRST FRONTIER
The many deprivations and frustrations which contribute to the
poor health of underprivileged groups are doubly hard to overcome when the necessary education and information is lacking.
Here is a booklet which will supply much of this needed information, including the many free services of municipal and civic agencies, and tips on how to cope with the expenses of staying healthy
as well as recovering from illness. It is relevant to your problems
... and it's yours for the asking. Just fill out the coupon.

Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

New Norelco Cordless Speed.
shaver 20C Shaves anywhere
...in car,outdoors,on four tiny
batteries. Only cordless shaver
with rotary blades. 'Flip-top'
cleaning. 1,&,--ored zipper case.
Model 5C7970

See These shavwe elernenstrohael
sen TV I

Popular Price! New Norelco
'flip-top' Speedshaver*
' 20

World's largest-seller. Surprisingly low price. Rotary blades.
Convenient 'flip-top' cleaning.
110 volts only(AC/DC).Handy
travel case. Model SC7920

/rurc'ic.v

Exquisitel New Lady Norelco
Shaver 20I. Rotary blades won't
/et you cut yourself. New low
price. Lovely simulated-sapphire design. 110 volts
(AC/DC). New soft zippered
case. Model SC9010

Gent/emelt. Pleue 'end your free booklet on HEALTH.

Rotary Blade Shaven

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC., Inn re., 42nd Strut,
New York 17, New York
Norelco is known as PhIllSbay• le Can•da and
throughout th• fest of the Ir•e world

lnizu-ance

SUPRF,METIFE
erre
Company
I of./Imerica

P.R. DEPT., 3501

Darr' miall

Swuth Parkway, Chicago 53, IL
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Seven Ministers Speak
At Good Friday Service

Extend Home-Bias Ban,
••
N.Y. Lawyers Ask JFK

Seven ministers gave medi- fiat church; E. Paul Beavers,
tations on the "Seven Last Ut- pastor of Providence AME
NEW YORK — (UPI) — the New York County Lawterances of Our Lord From the church; C. M. Pickier. Bouleheaded by
Cross" during a three-hour vard Baptist; Lawrence Hay. A group of New York City yers' Association
service held at St. Andrew good, Parkway Gardens Pres- lawyers called on Presi- Whitney North Seymour, Jr.,
AME church at 887 S. Parkway byterian; Fred Lofton, dean of dent Kennedy to extend his who has been chairman of
east on Good Friday, April 12. chapel, Owen college; C. C. Executive Order against various New York state inThe ministers were the Revs. Richardson, Shorter Chapel discrimination in housing to
vestigative committees, also
W. L. Varnado, pastor emeri- AME church, Paris, Ky.; and include all federally - financed
tus of Cummings Street Bap- Rev. Peter G. Crawford.
or aided housing constructed said the order should apply to
federally-aided housing after it
Two soloists, Lee Cunning- prior to the order.
ham and Miss Glenda Fay
A civil rights committee of was sold or leased.
Harvey, assisted the St. Andrew choir.
Rev. Elmer M. Martin, pastor of the church, presided at
A Musicale - Benefit dinner the Good Friday service.
will be presented by Avery
A seafood dinner was served
Chapel AME church in the din- in the church dining room fol-g room of Universal Life lowing the service.
Insurance company on Sunday,
iMay 5. and reservations are
now being accepted.
'Gator Alarm
Avery Chapel. celebrating its
Centennial Year, is located at ST. IVES, England -- lUPli
WITH SOUTHERN EDUCATORS — Rev. N. A. Crawford, the corner of Neptune and East — Police were called out to
find 17 alligators that fell off
ave.
at right, is seen receiving oath of office as national field Trigg
Dr. Peter G. Crawford is pas- a passing truck the Day bei E NviCif
CUMPLETE.
director of Southern Educators, Inc., from Jeff Smythe,
fore.
IN 2 lioURS
of the church.
vice president and national sales director of the firm. Look- tor
ing on center, is J. Thomas Brackett, national public relations director. Rev. Crawford will operate from an office at
HARREL C. MOORE
311 S. Fourth St. and is seeking qualified personnel to sell
the educational material.
REALTY CO.

to pass this new hope on to
SZA11031 OF IfEWIIESS
.ne woriu wakes their sons and chughters
This w
to a new awareness. Men's throughout the ages. The glow
The which has been a part of their
faces take on i iew
grasses growing, the trees Uses has been passed on genw 'ol world eration to gen, ration When
blooming ; 11
that something new is astir. life becomes darkest they have
Men who have beet, hut tened elways been able to look to this
with the cares of winter now :ttly to gain new hope.
rhe One of the greatest tragedies
look forth - ne
hour of beginning again has ar- of that day or even 1.- day
would have marked a great
rived. afe eta
BLIT
fos His
threads of unrealized dreams
Iv
•
and its,
the countless number of Peo-'
in
-11
1
,
th-ir
nlar-e-1
P4
is there a physical awareness
h a the hands of Jesus could now ,
at
but this
h^M.^.4
r•f'r-Tif••
spiritual awakening. It is at selves with the assurance that
this timevent in history also took 1,ese was and is a chance of
better days for them.
Place.
The man who had been her. lln spite of all the adversities
eased by Hie Pne — i., and ti - in life, the unfortunate and
, put to death on the cross Ailini,erit-rl can take on new
nail)
has now aria n Creea..e, ia
hope through the life of Jesus.
hopes of His enemies they had This is not something that has
not done away with the g'-eat- happened two thousand years
eat threat of their day. These ago but It is equally as valid
enemies of Jesus were now re- today.
joicing that they had done 'GREAT BrNEFACTOR'
away with Him. As far as they At the foot of the cross of
were concerned He would no Jesus were many who had relonger be the threat to their membered Him as a great benThe fourth anniversary of
security. But they, like many efactor. Not only had they Perpeople today, found no secure sonally been benefactors of The Ushers Chorus of St. the Moody Ensemble is set
for Sunday, April 21 at Keel
place to put Him.
Jesus' love and kindness but Louis, Mo., is expected to come Avenue Baptist church, 778 N.
?Wet GROUP.;
they had countless friends and here to participate in the sixth
This season divides the world relatives who also could attest annual National United Church Bellevue at 3 p.m., announces
into two opnosing camps — to the fact that Jesus was the Ushers Association of Ameri- the president, Mrs. Lossie
Wooten. A number of choirs
those who thought that they
ca. at Mt. Zion Baptist church
had ignite, rid of 70504 arid I For Jesus to have died and 1427 S. Main at., starting at 3 and other singing groups have
been asked to participate.
those who realized a new hope -emained an would have des- p.m.
through His resurrertion. It troyed all the hopes of these
Host of the program is the
is through the endless efforts,
Ivo We Amt.( The placUshers Ferlera 1 ion of Memphis
•-•f this lstisr eroun 'hat V`e
tomb,
the
in
ing of His body
Jr., of Memphis,
world has moved on. Men of II-on PnrnAn coP1 and ,ha Ro- R. E. Harthaw,
nrisident of the national of-o"
he'cla=naimeant
man guard
ionization.
Rev. E. L. McKinney, pastor
4%,rpie,g
have lived now to see this hope tnr^ WhP`",
of Pleasant Green Rapti.,
revitaliz-d and have been -late His mission was foremost in
church here in Memphis, reT-Tic roind
turned home after conducting,
41.t. C^S-31,1),
a week-long revival at a Bapmorning to anoint, His body
tist church in Chattanooga, He
" when
q,,rtlp,
V*P-t
is also pastor of Bush Grove
D'ISCP1,11 RA'tri
gone.
body
His
found
they
A tea has been planned by :Baptist church in Burnswick.
Mg",' n.ont,torlav pro Pouollv
the Frnma F J-hoson 'Missionstartled when they awake to
re
ary Society of Mt. Zion AME
•
WA FTUNMs-lat
" that Janis is not where
I.P,
Sunday. Anril 21
ligious leaders of different they have placed Him. We rhiirch. for
faiths will talc,- n- ri in the aoa with our erontv phrases at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Rowe eve
convention of the National to pay our final tribute of re- Care" Walth,1 183
Eula
Council of ratlealte 5 n April' on-rt to Him only to learn that from 4 to 6 p. an. Mrs. se
Fisher is nresident r)f the
24-28 in Atlantic City.
He is not there.
v ex- In the same token of think ciety. Rev. Mark L. Young is
Rev. Arther
ecutive secretary of the Chris- ing today testimonies of those the nastor
tian Social Relatinea National who really know Jesus tell us
Council of Protestant Episcopal that He is not there. Countless
Churches, will speak at two numbers of peora^ today who
sessions.
have defied medical science
Rev. rat•n Wes-t-t. ey-cntive and kept on livinr in spite of - A 13-chy reviviil got underChurch,
ConNational
the
secretary of
the mandates of the greatest way at First Baptist
ference on Relgion and Race medical minds surely tell us 500 N. Fourth at.. on Easter
and Jules Cohen, executive di- that something over and be- Sunday. It will continue April
rector of the Jewish Communi- Yood the human side of man 28. The featured evangelist I -Rev. J. N. Lightfoot of Wauty Relations Council of Greater bespeaks their living today.
Philadelrhis,, will participate The challenge of this Haste, kegan. III.
Automobile, Furniture
in seminars.
season is that those of us who Rev. P. L. Rowe is the pastor
Signature
Rev. Walma,ev will arldeasai have so nobly benefited from of the church.
Ther• la a rwtson why people
seminars on "Catholic Influ- the love and mercy of Jesus
ilit• to do business with on. You,
too, will like our courteous treatence ee Daaial Barriers" and should say to all that we s-i!I
?sent and dui,. to h•lp yes..
"The Social Apostolate: Wit- have the faith in Him, that He
and Friday
Thursday
"Open
nessino the chii-ch to the,is able tn bring this world and
Nights Until 7;00 P.M.
American Negro." Rev. Weaver its people to the ideal state
Saturdays 900 to NM
also will iein in t'iri farmer.
DIXIE FINANCE C
where throuah His love we
The topic of the seminar in will all rid ourselves of our inHorne Owned - Hom• Operated
je
sn-akee
which Cohen
dividual differences and live
DIXIE
"Sunday Observance in a Plur- within a great framework of
FINANCE COMPANY
alistic cociety"
larotherhood. that will brine
"W• lik• to soy y•s to your
loon request"
Theme of the convention is about his kingdom on earth.
of
Examined and Supwrised by
ems. S ,--an ie aa Age
Men will know hopelessness.
D•portment of
State
the
Christian Renewal." Hosts are fear, want and evil no more
Insuranc• and Bankin g.
• 11,1,nd but throw:el a eever ending
Aret-tn,4-on
2 LOCATIONS
of Newark and the bishops of faith in Him will be able to
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
Camden tied Pa'er- reioice PS those men on tha•
Tre-tor
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
son, N. J.
great Easter morning.
334 MAIN PH JA 6-0132

Avery Chapel To
Sponsor Dinner

Mood Ensemble To
St. Louis Ushers
Observe Anniver.
Chorus Comes Here

WATER HEATERS INC.
FOR SERVICE CALL
452-7339
3152 BROAD STREET

LINED WATER
RHEEm GLASS
HEATERS

Two Hours Service

Day and Nife

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
SALES
124945 Tuosta• STREET

1

LOANS

No Money Down

reoNill 825.3 4 80

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

323.3487

Would you consider having your house painted or
repairs made or remodeled without paying anything
down? If so please contact the HARREL C. MOORE
REALTY CO. at 1249 2 Thomas. Telephone No. 525-3486
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Easy Pay Plan
RUSHING

TO

SERVE.

Returns Home After
Weeklong Revival

2,400
FREE

Miggionfry Society
Ti') Give S.Hip, Taa

religious Leaders
To
M Onnierence

NEED
CASH!

QUALITY
STAMPS

13-Day Revival

—Quick Loans—
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5,000 Quality Stamps!

it*

-

with fresh cho?ped garden vegetables

$69°u?,
TOM SAWYER'S
USED AIR CONDITIONERS

APPLIANCE COMPANY
618 McLemore

EASY FINANCING AVAILABLE

Get your Free BUMPER NUMBER STICKER at your Big Star Store.
Every Big Star will give away 5,000 each week. If the lucky

LOW RATE
SPRING SPECIAL

a me

FREE

I.

number posted at Big Star is on your car you're

AUTO LIABILITY COLLISION & FIRE INS.
Small Down Payment-6 Months To Pay
If you have a problem including your:
Driving License-Cancellations—SR-22 or Releases
CALL

the Lucky Winner! Check for complete
details!

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

B H

248 Vance Ave.
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Where Prices

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

are Right
and Clerks Polite!
Everyday Low, Low
prices and valuable

JA 7-9320

M•niphis Ten
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"
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ON ALL AM CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATOR WORK. j

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Scier
C.C.

and

ADKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY

635 Mississippi Blvd.
Res. 274-9837
Ph. 526-2381

I

Coupons worth 100 Free Quality
Stamps each were mailed to you. Be
sure and redeem every coupon and
get your 2,400 Free Quality Stamps!
Coupons series #2 are good through
April 20th.
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SHOP AT HOME .
0. WITH TOUR

DISTRIBUTOR
The ""ospel Taaie " featuring such singing groups as •SAYS THAI
•SAVE MONEY
•Says IPPON T
"The Caravans" and "Soul
Delivery. Plan ha,
and
Porch...
Tho''Hown•
Stirrers," is scheduled to pre- heien serving housewives allover
th• IJ S. tor
sent a musical orneram at Ma- ewe thee three serrations. Th.SA Y/4 A a
SHOPPING CENTER feature...sr!Marne
28,
son Temple, Sunday, April
product., IncI.&,1 famous Dotes• Lanolined
goat, Toiletries. Hoene Medicines. Toad Prodstarting at 8 p. m.
ucts. Household Work aaaaas art lonely Li
singing
Other well know
Say Cosmetics
groups will includ - "Mighty Per IIIINDITY PRODUCTS al LOW PlICES CA:
Clouds" and the Blind Boys
MR. R. G. HUNTER
Swan"-e Quintete. announced ; 2180 Bellevue WH
6-1532
"Bless My Bones" Wade.
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Memphis State University and
By COBY SMIITH
AND BARBARA DUNCAN major in Engineering.
A twenty-one gun salute to
Hi guys and dolls this is
your guest reporter Evon Y. this fine Manassasite.
Brown bringing you the latest JUST TALK
Loretta Shores has eyes for
news the way you want it.
Lewis Bingham.
SPOTLIGHT
Lavern Bonner no longer has
This week the mighty beams
of the spotlight shine on Ade11 her mind at Morehouse but at
Eddie Smith. AdeII resides with Hamilton.
his mother, Mrs. Annie B. Thelma Phillips will make
a good news reporter.
Smith, at 479 N. Fifth st.
Wesley Mitchell has an adIn religious life Ade11 is a
member of the First Baptist mirer in his sixth period class.
Gwendolyn Seward is keep.
Chelsea where he sings with
ing a big secret about that certhe Youth Choir.
Around the campus he is a tain fellow. (1 wonder what).
member of the 12-4 homeroom, Velma Cannon was seen
vice president of the senior making the scene on the stage.
Mae Brewer and Ruby Smith
class, business manager of the
Phyics club, a member of the are very talkative these days.
monitor
Look
out boys, the junior and
French club, NDCC
and cadet captain, president of senior girls are looking for
the Ole Timers Social Club, prom dates. The girls have sucand a member of the track ceeded in holding the cafeteria
ave. is Mrs. Thelina H. McKIssack, the liline. Ellis Maupin is robbing LIBRARY TO CELEBRATE — The North
team.
brarian. New books will be displayed at all
After completion of high the cradle of Violetta Frank- Memphis branch of the Memphis Public Lilibraries and book marks printed for the
brary will be among the thousands of iischolarship were raised at the Auxiliary's school, Ade11 plans to attend lin.
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS — Two student
occasion will he circulated. A special feature
- braties in the United States observing Naannual benefit card party. Officers and memnurses at the City of Memphis Hospital
tional Library Week from April 21-27, and
tr the observance at North Branch will be
bers of the Auxiliary are Mrs. N. M. Watson.
School of Nursing, Miss Sarah Scott, left, and
seen receiving books from two of the more
"Story Hour" on Friday. April 28 at 4 P.m.
president;
Mrs.
T.
H.
Watkins,
vice
president;
given
scholarMiss Carolyn Simmons, were
than 200 children a day who conic into the
with Mrs. J. LaRosa Greene as storyteller.
Mrs. G. W. Stanley Isis, Jr.. secretary; Mrs.
ships recently by the Bluff City Medical
North Memphis branch at 1192 Vollentine
Irhoto by M. L. Reid).
Cook,
was
professor
of
JOHNSON
John
MAE
WILLIE
By
C. M. Roulhac, treasurer; Mrs. R. L. Adams.'
Auxiliary, and oatchng the students as they
history at LeMoyne college.
.and BARBARA FINLEY
Mrs. W. A. Bisson, Mrs. James S. Byas, Mrs.
wait on a patient at John Gaston hospital is
The sponsors were Mrs. D. V.
certain guy you're keeping a
R. L. Flagg. Mrs. L. C. Fowlkes, Mrs. Arthur CAREER WEEK
Mrs. Leland Atkins. BCMA's scholarship
Holmes, A Johnson and E.
secret. Is it R. T.?
E. Horne, Mrs. E. M. Reed, Mrs. A. Ross, Mrs.
chairman. Miss Scott expects to be graduated
April 1, started the seven- Bartlett.
Richard Jones are you still
A. F. Saville, Mrs. J. H. Seward, Mrs. W. 0. day Career week. The proin 1963, while Miss Simmons, the recipient
April 4, the Mathematics
making time with Claudette
the
presented
by
gram
was
Speight,
Jr.,
and
Mrs.
W.
0.
Speight,
Sr.
of a BCMA scholarship since her freshman
and science departments were
By
and
(What happened to R.R.).
Tucker.
Junior High school. The pur- in charge. Miltonette Brinkley
(Hooks Photo).
year, will be graduated in 1964. Funds for the
John Frank I hear that you
Larry Miller how are you
pose of Career Week was introduced the program, Harreally have a hold on Carol doing with putting HOMPs
given by Mrs. 0. Tate, our ry Harrison introduced the
Jeanette Greene and C. W. Morris.
ING on girls mind.
counselor. Connie J. Walton guest speaker. But the guest Sanders are into something
Charles Bowers who is this
Why is it that so many
sang a solo. The guest speak- was unable to be there so big (I wonder what).
girls from Lester and other certain girl you admire on
er was welcomed by Reda he sent a substitute. FrankBenny Price the word is out schools are so crazy about a the campus F. W. or 0. L.
Grandberry, and introduced ette Guinn and Eula Buford that you and Barbara Lewis
By JOSEPH YOUNG
011ie what is that about you
certain senior at Melrose
Thomas'.
gave some advantages of ca- are trying to make it.
and Robert Anthony? Shirley by Henry
Charles Bowers and ForresIMPORTANT NOTICE
(namely James Sandridge).
speaker was Mrs. Oze- reers in Science and MatheThe
Valeria
Walls,
what
is
it
department
of
Anthony and Howard Finley
Is it true that John Jordan t ine Ivory.
The speech
ha Glass, a graduate of the matics. Skits were done by between you and Albert Walkare
High
school
couples
now.
and Della Suggs are washed Richard Jones and Claudette
B. T. Washington
Greater Mt. Pisgah High, now the math, and science teach- er?
Tucker.
will present a three act play TOP COUPLES
up for good.
Bonnurse
at
Le
registered
ers, who were also the sponRonald Taylor has his eyes Lenora Brinson, are you and Willie Jones and Estella HarShirley Anthony and How- a
! entitled "Bull in a China
•
Children Hospital in sors, F. Turner, Mrs. J. Ow- on a certain sophomore at
heur
Bobby Smith's love affair a ris.
Shop." The members of the ard Finley; Barbara Elrod
Memphis. Mr. Rogers and Mrs. ens, C. P. Boyd and Bruce Melrose.
Bobby Smith and Lenora
one-sided or a triangle?
' cast are Jewel Fields, Bever- and Alfred Gray; Minnie l
were the sponsors. White.
Massey
Rosetta McKinney, what
I hear that Carol Dotson Brinson.
ly Jeffrey, Jannit Miller, Ma- Greer and James Johnson;
and
the
English
April
2,
•
April 5, the Home Econom- did you do with K.P. while and Pearlie Sutton have Fan Miles Simmons and Faye
Brewer, Minnie Greer, Helen Prudent and Stanley,
•aoo : nor
•
foreign language department ics and Agriculture Depart- A.J. was here?
Clubs,
Ward.
'Carrie Peoples, Herbert 13er- Beal; Kenneth Porter and
charge. The program ments were
was
in
the sponsors. The Quincy McDonald's heart beChristine Adair how are you Benny Price and Barbara Le'nerd, Hamilton Smith, Pris- Sylvia Bunton; Dorothy Prat•
was as follows: Mrs. Massey purpose of the program was longs to Charles Greene.
and Robert Sims making it. wis.
cilla Nellum, and Jewel Fields, chett and Douglass Bobo; JewI Student Director. The admis- el Fields and Samuel Mar- sang a solo, Mrs. Tate pre- told by Mrs. A. Lofties. The
Charles Wright I hear there 'Bid Harris and Carolyn Lewit.
sented the welcome, Mrs. sophomore home economics
"CHOOSING A CAREER IN is a certain freshman that is Albert Walker and Valeria
sion is 25 cents. The date shall; Vivian Chaney and
Carnes introduced the guest girls presented a fashion show,
A CHANGING WORLD."
deeply in love with you. (What Walls.
is during the week of May Hertis Wright.
speakers, Mrs. M. Wakefield, modeling garments they had
about this Margie).
Azell Smith and Mary Ilill.
• 13. The exact date will be TOPS ON CAMPUS
foreign language teacher at made in class. Eula Buford
Earl Brooks and Marie
James Nave, whose heart
Judith
Martin,
James
announced later.
Geeter High school, and Dr. was narrator. The speakers
Branch; Catherine Chaffin are you wrecking?
Janie Harley, Sandra Willis,
Blackburn,
Sonja
Taylor,
Ralph Johnson of LeMoyne for this program
were the and James Cash; Willie Nes- Earnestine Cage, is it true Mary Hill, Eunice Logan,
This week the green and Charles Thompson, Aubrey
college.
home .economics
teachers, by and Annie Pinson; James you and C. W. Sanders have Charles Paulk, Charles Logan,
gold spotlight gleams on Miss Lumpkin, Douglass Bobo, HelThe sponsors of this program Miss Barbara Jean Anderson
Jackson and Lucille Cunning- made a comeback.
Truman Dailey, James Nave,
Vera 011ie, who resides at 717 en Colburn, Roy Jones, Dewere Mrs. L. Seibert, Mrs. and Mrs. A. Lofties, and our
ham; Willie Mae and Ike, Stoney Willette is telling Earnestine
Cage,
Maxine
Lucy with her parents Mr. lois Winston, Isaac Knox, Umble, Mrs. M. Brinkley and
own
agriculture
teachers
E.
Barbara and Horace, Peggie Gwendolyn Porter just as I Bromley, Earnestine Anthony,
and,Mrs. H. 011ie. In religi- Mattie Harper, Robert An- Mrs. L. Carnes.
A.
Cole
and
V.
L.
Jones.
The
and
Sam, Rosie and James thought.
Thomas Bethany, Azell Smith,
ous life she is a member of thony, Peggy Collins and AuApril 3, the social studies, Career Week theme was
Ophelia Lowe who is this Carl Campbell.
Progressive
Baptist brey Yates.
Westbrook.
the
business and industrial arts
—
Around
the
campus
church. •
CONGRATULATIONS
departments were in charge.
she is a member of the 1'2-12
We the students would! like Scherezade Jones made the
homeroom where Mrs. White to congratulate Miss
Vivian introductory remarks. Elizais the instructor.
Chaney, who was recently beth Wilson sang three solos.
she
is
captain
On
campus
%MS BABY CONTEST —
chosen Miss Jubillect Con- Earlie Mae Biles welcomed
Gregory Falkner, son of Mr. of the pep squad and a mem- gratulations and may success the guest speaker and Veris
club
dramatics
of
the
ber
follow you always.
and Mrs. Robert Ealkner. was
Watkins introduced him. He
and the Spanish club. Off
the winner in the recent concampus she is a member of
test sponsored by the Loyal the Bondards Social Club.
Educational club, and the ON THE SCENE
YOU CAN WIN A 7 VOLUME SCIENCE
youngster is seen during a parAlice Smith is it true that
ty honoring him at the home you have a crush on a cerLIBRARY IN THE SOUTHERN
of Mr. and Mrs. James Woods tain boy at Hamilton? DoroEDUCATORS,
INC. SCIENCE CONTEST.
.of 1380 Cella. Gregory was thy Saulsberry and Orlando
sponsored by Mrs. Eva Venson. pouts didn't get together after all. Troy King (BTW), who
a member of the club.
is the special girl at Carver?
Tony Greene is locking up
his heart for Juanita Gillard.
Mary Hall is it really love you
George
Harris •
have
for
BR. 6-4121
(Ham). Henry Morman, have
your
mind
beyou made up
tween S. H. and J. M.? Thelma Jefferson's interest is still
at Tennessee State.
Ronald Ester is Mable Herdon
By PAT & FAYE
the only one or just part of
your collection? Gloria Mill
we hear Larry Miller (Les) is
This week our spotlight of just divine. Natolyn Williams
Maroon and Gold falls on a is it R.M.B.C. or CR.? Dorovery pretty young lady. She is thy Yancey, Jean Brooks says
a member of the NBA., the she doesn't worry. Arenthia
Leath and Troy King (FBH)
Science Club and an N.D.are an ideal couple. Naomi
introare
C.C. sponsors. We
Reed (Man) is one of the
ducing to you none other than swinging youngsters around
daughter
the
Miss Rosie Bell,
their campus. Janet Edwards
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bell. is it true that you like a boy
the
of
member
She is also a
at Hamilton namely Jimmy
Follow the simple rules below to the best of your ability
10-4 homeroom. We would Walton? What about Aubrey
and
mail the coupon with your answer to SOUTHERN
we
Bell
Miss
to
like to say
Howard? Mattie Harper who
wish her many successes and is the boy of your life? Vera
EDUCATORS SCIENCE CONTEST, 43 N. Cleveland,
no failures.
Memphis, Tennessee.
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Join The NAACP!

OSPOTLIGHT

Help Us To Help Everyone
To Obtain
Freedom Within

The 100th Year Of
Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation

ASSEMBLY
centered around Physical Fitness. Monday we had with us
Mr. Mitchell, one of our own
roaches. who showed us a
very interesting film on golf
When the young people of
and the Buick Open Golf
Championship. During the the Pilgrim Fellowship celeweek we have had various brate "Youth Day" at Second
764
speakers on "Physical Fit- Congregational churc h,
ass." Thursday we had a very Walker ave., during Sunday
spirational Easter Play giv- School at 9:45 a. m.. Miss AlliS. DeChant of Kutztown,
en to us by the Dramatics ence
Pa., will tell of a recent tour
Club.
of missions in Japan, Hong
SENIOR DANCE
Kong, Philippines, India,
given
Dance
Senior
At our
Ghana, Lamborene and Sierra
fashions
the
night
Thursday
Leone.
were very modest and beauti- Her tour was sponsored by
couples"
"top
the
of
Some
ful.
the United Church of Christ.
seen there were Diana Briscoe During the celebration young
Patricia
Kelly,
Lawrence
and
people will preside at ths 11
Lagrone and Frank Harris, a. rA. worst-lip service. Guest
Sheila Grant and Ural Adams, speaker will be Ronald Young,
Joyce Bland and William Gor- a junior at Wesleyan univerdon, Charles James and De- sity in Middletown, Conn.,
lores Edwards, Alice Stan- who is here working as a stuback and Otis Swift, Gloria dent associate at Centenary
Mason and Clarence Walton Methodist church.
and Thelma Glass and RoyYoung people who will share
chester Thomas.
in the leadership of the worladies
Some of the young
ship service are: Diana Brisco,
wearing the height of fashion president of the Pilgrim FelSarah
were Janice Hughes,
lossealip: Myrna Williams, JuRuben, Lydia Campbell, Bev- lie Saville, Linda Hargraves,
and
Cash
erly Bland, Bonnie
Eleanor Williams. Carole Jones.
Diane Westbrook.
Steve Holt, Charles Little,
QUESTION OF THE WEEK Norris Walter. Roeald Walter,
Willie B. Walker, is it real- Charles Joyner, Fred Jordan
ly true that you like a certain III Rim Williams, and Mesenior girl with the initials lanie McWilliams. The Rev.
John Charles Mickle is pastor.
S. T.?
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COMPANY
SPECIALIZING IN

NEW BUILDING, REMODELING
and KITCHEN IMPROVEMENT
We ALSO make Custom DENS
No Money Down

SOUTHERN
EDUCATORS,
INC.

Entries must be postmarked not later than midnight,
Wednesday, May 1, 1963.
The winner will be announced in'The TRI-STATE
DEFENDER.
OFFICIAL RULES
(1) Must be student - grade 1 through 12.
(2) Completely fill in coupon and mail to the above
address.

43 71, etecielaoce
Nes:Alta 7eifif,

Mail This

(3) Entries will be judged on neatness, originality, and
aptness of thought. In case of ties entry bearing the
earliest post mark will be chosen. Decision of the
judges will be final.
(4) State clearly from what source you got the answer.
AGE
ADDRESS

GRADE

SCHOOL

PHONE

F.H.A. FINANCED
Phone 452-6657
GL 8-9152, Res.

PARENT'S SIGNATURE
Father's Occupation

WOLFE CONSTRUCTION CO.
2609 Supreme
Memphis, Tenn

Question: What is the difference between matter and energy? Check One
School
Home
Source of Information:

Library
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

Legislative Inquiries
The Supreme Court ruled that legislative investigators may not delve
into the membership lists of organi—
zations without first establishing that
the organizations are connected with
subversive or illegal activities.
The ruling came as the Court
reversed the contempt conviction of
the Rev. Theodore R. Gibson, once
head of the NAACP branch in Miami.
Mr. Gibson had refused to refer to a
nembership list of his organization
when asked to do so by a Florida
legislative committee investigating
Communism.
Justice Arthur J. Goldberg wrote
the Court's 5-to-4 decision. He was
joined by Chief Justice Earl Warren
and Justices Hugo L. Black, William
0. Douglas and William J. Brennan,
Jr. Justices John M. Harlan, Tom C.
Clark, Potter Stewart and Byron R.
White dissented.
In reaching his decision, Justice
Goldberg distinguished the Gibson
case from the Court's earlier opinions
upholding the power of legislative
committees to compel witnesses to
testify about Communist activities.
But Goldberg carefully stayed inside the framework the Court adopted a few years ago of balancing the
individual's freedom of speech and
freedom of association against the
interest of a legislature in finding out
about subversive activities.
He said, "The prior holdings that

governmental interest in controlling
subversion and the particular character of the Communist Party and
its objectives outweigh the right of
individual Communists to conceal
party membership or affiliations by
no means require the wholly different conclusion that other groups
—concededly legitimate—automatically forfeit their rights to privacy of
association simply because the general subject matter of the legislative
inquiry is Communist subversion or
infiltration.
In the older cases, the investigators had shown a substantial connection between Communism and the
individual or organization under in—
vestigation.
But in the Gibson case, Florida
had failed to show any substantial
connection between the NAACP and
Communism. Ju,stice Goldberg said:
"Nothing we say here impairs or
denies the existence of the underlying legislative right to investigate or
legislate with respect to subversive
activities by Communists or anyone
else....
"We hold simply that groups
which themselves are neither engaged in subversive or other illegal
or improper activities, nor demonstated to have any substantial connection with such activities, are to
be protected in their rights of free
and private association."

Congratulations To Teachers
From time immemorial man has
been vitally concerned about each
succeeding generation. Today we are
face-to-face with the problem of
charting a course upon the sea of
time for the younger an,d the stronger
who will replace us as we are sickled
down by time and infirmities.
We have entrusted the training of
succeeding generations in the hands
of teachers. We ask that teachers,
instruct our youngsters to utilize
fully their hands, heads and hearts.
So while teachers are celebrating
"Teaching Career Month" (All of
April) let us use our hands to applaud
teachers.
Beside teaching reading, writing
and arithmetic, we expect teachers
and educational institutions to temper
our youngsters with civic responsibility, which is highly essential in

promoting the general welfare and
cultural of our community. We expect teachers to help teach moral
awareness to our youngsters. We look
to teachers and school administrators
to exert vital influence on the character, growth and training of the American youth. In teachers' hands are
also one of the most important tasks
confronting us — the job of making
patriotic American citizens of our
children.
We call upon the community to
pause long enough to say to teachers
— thank you for shouldering the
great responsibility of educating our
youngsters.
The Tri State Defender congratulates teachers — and wish for them
continued great success in shouldering the responsibility of educating
our future leaders.

JACKIE ROBINSON

White Americans Who Care
About Their Darker Brothers
IT IS ALWAYS heartening to remember that there are white Americans who
are genuinely concerned with the problems of their dark American brother.
Many months ago—after we had done
two columns attacking anti-Semitism —
we received a wonderful letter from one
of those white Americans. We feel that
he is the calibre of person who ought to
be publicly acknowledged and commended
for his vision, unselfishness and courage.
David Levinson is a venerable attorney who lives in the Quaker City. We are
indebted to Philadelphia Tribune publisher, E. Washington Rhodes, for bringing to
our attention the remarkable history of
this man who has given many years of his
life to the fight for freedom, without making a dime out of it.
This year, in June, Mr. Levinson will
have completed 59 years as a practicing
attorney. He has had cases in eight Southern states in defense of the Constitutional
rights of Negro people. He has never accepted a fee for his involvement in such
matters.

Fights Own Battle

NOT
Thaddeus T. Stokes
FEAR REPLACES FEAR
Southern Negroes appear to be
losing a century-old type of fear only
to have it replaced with another type
of fear. The old fear was that type
of fear which comes with the dread
of not being able to make ends meet.
The fear of brutality. The fear of
death at the hands of a wild mob.
The new fear is that type of fear
brought on by not being able to
measure up immediately to persons
who would rather see America destroyed totally than to live in a
country where minorities are — at
least — being accorded some of the
things guaranteed in the American
Constitution.
The new type of fear was clearly
referred to when I was talking with
three young men who are field
workers in Greenwood, Miss. for the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee. One of the workers is a
23-year-old senior at an Atlanta, Ga.
college, who took a year's leave from
college to help Greenwood Negroes
register to vote. The other two young
men are graduates from high schools
in Greenwood.
The young man from Atlanta said:
"I will not tell you that I have no
fear while working to teach Negroes
how to read, write and register to
vote. I have fear, because I do not
know when I'll be shot or beaten.
But I do not have the fear of the
white man which was used so many
years to suppress my foreparents. I
do not fear his jails, his determination
to keep us ignorant nor his biting
police dogs. But I do fear the image
he is creating of himself, in a sapposedly Democratic country. I fear
the damage he is doing to the minds
of his children. I hold fear for his
future in face of the fact that the
solid old south is gone forever."

Among the many tragic sides of
the social revolution which is changing the complexion of this country
is that the old is too old to benefit
by the chan,ge, simply because they
refuse to believe what is before their
eyes. They simply cannot bring
themselves to the realization — as
the young man from Atlanta said:
"there is no longer the solid old
south" that they cherished. The old
South is rapidly changing like any
other evil system of slavery.
Democracy cannot long endure in
this country unless our government,
customs, and practices allow an equal
opportunity to all citizens.
The young men working with
SNCC also sounded the keynote of
their determination to break down
racial segregation in Mississippi when
they said: "We use to talk, talk, talk
about the wrong that is being done
us. Now we are not talking very
much about the wrong — we Ire
working, working, working — to right
that wrong of many years.
It is fully realized that American
Negroes lack in many areas. To claim
that the majority of Negroes in
America were as equipped in as many
areas of economics, education and
industry as the white America would
be as fantastic as expecting a pear
tree to product white-throated orchids.
The young men from Mississippi
also revealed that they hold great
fear for the great number of uneducated white Mississippians. They
reasoned — we cannot utilize fully
the potential in this country if ignorance is rampant in any state."
So the young men are losing fear
for themselves and developing a fear
of what will happen to their oppressors.

AS A MEMBER of the Jewish faith,
Mr. Levinson, now in the twilight years,
has clung to the belief that, in fighting
for the Negro, he fights his own battle as
an American and a member of a minority
group. He also has a strong passion for
doing what little he can to create better,
stronger understanding between the Negro and Jewish people.
A product of a poor family, David Levinson couldn't afford a high school education. He began working at the age of 12
and later studied at night to enter Law
School.
In 1930, defending Eul Lee, a 73-year
old Negro farm-hand charged with the
murder of his white employer, Levinson
challenged the presiding judge who said
he had been selecting juries for 26 years.
The lawyer asked whether the judge had
ever selected one Negro juror. The judge
said he had not.
When Levinson asked the judge why
he had excluded Negroes, His Honor replied "I didn't exclude them. I never considered them."

/
2
After fighting a losing battle for 21
years for Lee, who was convicted by an
all-white jury, Levinson visited the aged
prisoner on the day of his scheduled execution. The old man told his champion:
"I'm sick and tired, very tired and I ain't
sorry to go. But I'm awful sorry for my
people."

Focused on Injustices
"I WAS UNABLE to speak. The tears
ran down my face," Mr. Levinson recalls.
"Here was an illiterate, aged Negro man
who had known nothing throughout his
life but hard work and harsh words. He
was to be hanged that evening. Yet his
mind was focused on the injustices practiced against the Negro race."
An ironic victory was won in the Lee
case. Originally, there had been seven Negroes on the jury. The Attorney General
of Maryland, where the trial took place,
had challenged all seven of them off the
jury, giving no reasons. Yet, after the Lee
case, Negroes were always included on
juries in the state.
Two years after Mr. Lee's death, Mr.
Levinson was accosted by a white man
from Maryland who told him calmly that
he had proof that Lee was innocent, but
that he had to die because he was a "nocount nigger."
In one of his many civil rights cases,
Mr. Levinson had the assistance of the
distinguished Thurgood Marshall in a Supreme Court appeal for a Negro fugitive
from a Georgia chain gang.
The high court rejected the appeal, but
the then Governor of Pennsylvania refused to allow the extradition after granting Levinson a one hour and ten minute
hearing.
Mr. Levinson defended successfully a
number of Negro youngsters, who were
on trial in army courts martial proceedings.
If this country had more David Levinsons — committed to justice and more
concerned with the rights of others than
in gain to themselves — we would make
much faster progress toward real democracy.

BUT URGENT!
"The American Negro has made tremendous strides in the last 100 years. It
La
has been a most difficult path . . every
,weig
step along the way has been hard-won
Jers4
... every foot of progress has had to be
Mem
chipped laboriously 'through a jungle of
hog
prejudice and discrimination.
girls
"Faced with the hard realities of today's
wedl
world, we must accept the inexorable fact
'Jerst
that as a Nation we can no longer afford
Slut
the continued tragic waste of the Negro's
in ti
skills and manpower. This gross national
in ti
Th
waste of human resources is fed by dis, cond
criminatory hiring practices. Even aside
ak out
from the purely moral and humanitaria
wres
considerations, it is in the vital interes.
in a
of our country that we eliminate such
'were
discrimination, and that we make the
spedi
fullest possible use of the talents and
coult
potential of ALL or our citizens."
anyt
The preceding words are those of the
. Walt
wou'
present United States Secretary of Labor,
steer
W. Willard Wirtz. Mr. Wirtz used those
words as the foreword for a Labor Departstor3
ment brochure issued by the Bureau of
the
Employment Security, entitled "America
eyel4
Is For Everybody."
tory'
JOB OPPORTUNITY
whel
pear
Incidentally the booklet is for sale by
ditoi
the Department of Documents, U.S. Govread
ernment Printing Office, Washington 25,
cott
D. C. It sells for 30 cents. It's loaded with
tion
facts and figures about the employment
toug
situation the Negro faces all over the
Jersi
United States today.
that
Mr. Wirtz's words are quoted here byggi
way of pointing up what's behind the newW
•
brand of picketing which Negroes all over
are beginning as of now. At first, Negroes
used sit-in's, stand-in's, picketing, and
what-have-you to gain the right to attend
schools with whites, use the same transportation facilities without discrimination
and gain access to libraries, zoos, and other
public-supported facilities. And that was
well and good, for the most part.
But, it has consistently been the contention here that the main place where
the water hits the wheel . . . the place
where the Negro should put forth his
strongest effort and most determined
vocalizing is on the economic front ... the
area of jobs. The Negro in America finds
his greatest need is econ.omic acceptance
... job opportunity ... work integration...
or desegregation.
RACIAL FRONT
For as long as the Negro is figuratively
and literally "broke"... as long as he is an
economic illiterate and financial pariah,
all the other so-called gains on the racia
front, will add up to just so much sounding
brass ... and mostly hog wash. What good
is it to be called "Mister" Starvation?
It's urgent that the Negro keeps eating.
It's that simple.
The Negro needs jobs. The race has a
lot to contribute to the nation other than
clowning, making music, or playing games.
The Negro can work. And like Mr. Wirtz
has said, America is wasting a great potential when it fails to utilize black, brown,
and beige brains and talent.
True, too many Negroes are unprepared
to fill many of the job opportunjties now
said to be open to them. But they can be
trained just like any other Americans. It's
time for America to wake up and train
them. It's not enough to place the full
blame for being backward on the Negro.
Neither is it enough for the Negro to seek
to excuse himself because his chances
haven't been as bright and numerous as
other Americans. The Negro will have tqa
reconcile himself to a long, uphill, and''
,
continuing battle for survival. The use
of picketing, the boycott, and other techniques of pressure will have to be used, if
there's no other way to appeal to the
nation's conscieme and get working results.
ADVANCED SOCIETY
That's why every Negro in Memphis
should become actively interested in the
forthcoming program of the local NAACP
chapter relating to obtaining more and
better job opportunities for local Negroes.
As Mr. Wirtz further states, "The Nation is committed to assist in raising the
economic potential of the Negro, as well
as all Americans. But in the last analysis,
if his economic situation is to improve
materially, there must be a boot-strap
effort. The Negro himself must shoulder
the heaviest part of the burden, as he has
in the past."
DARK
It's not necessary to read between the
100%1
lines to understand what Secretary Wirtz
ing Co.
Clem
means. It's a kind of rallying, directional
Kent.,
Alb Seim I
call.
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ALFRED DUCKETT

Being Colored Can Be Dangerous
MOST OF THE time, I deeply enjoy
being a Negro. For even when I have
come head-on with personal rejections or
collided with the discomfort of discriminations, I have always found it a relief
to be a victim rather than an oppressor.
Yet, as I am sure many Negroes have
discovered, there are incidents in one's
life which bring home starkly the realization that there are times and situations
when it is dangerous to be colored.
In a tiny Ohio police station, in 1953,
the central character in what seemed a
cross between nightmare and fantasy,
learned first hand how the Scottsboro
Boys must have felt years ago, incarcerated in an Alabama prison.
I was a "suspect" in an armed robbery
and, for all I know, I still am. I was suspect for two reasons, because I had happened to be in the general vjacinity of the
crime and because all Negroes look alike
to some white people.

I WAS DRIVING from Chicago to New
York City to do advance publicity work
on a Carnegie Hall concert and to set up
press arrangements for the European tour
of a client.
I have a magnificent sense of mis-direction which led me to get lost in a maze
of small Ohio towns. At 4 a.m., I stopped
in a tiny place called Gallion and asked
directions from a filling station attendant
who was chatting with a policeman.
My confused wonderings had led me
past this identical station a half hour previously. This aroused the policeman's suspicions and he took me to the station
where officials seemed disturbed because

Explain About Robbery
THE GENDARMES told me there had
been an armed robbery in neighboring
Marion and I jitted the bandit's description. They contActed the Marion police who
asked that I be held until they arrived.

An hour later, the Marion police arrived.
The. Marion police chief said he was
satisfied I, wasn't the culprit, but that I
would have to be fingerprinted. I objected,just for the record.
I pointed out that I had been held
for three hours and would be late for appointments in New York. I pointed out
that my fingerprints had been taken much
against my will. I said I had great respect
for the law, but before the test was taken,
I wanted to be booked on a charge.
Then I held my breath. I was gambling
on the hope that the police chief wouldn't
want to risk a suit for false 'arrest. The
two chiefs went into a huddle and then
told me I could leave.
Back in Chicago, I wondered if there
was any way to get my fingerprints back.
And I decided that I would never smile
again when I heard a white man say that
all Negroes look alike to him.
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his command in which to combat a foe and the boxer's
chance hinged on a well placpunch.
ling referee in an all-Negro ed lethal
girls tag team match. Last FINANCIAL VENTURE
week the affable Camden, New Why then has Walcott cone.
'Jersey resident returned to the out of retirement to don ti.
Bluff City to again take part mittens that have tried an,
in the weekly mat card held scarred the souls of men? It
a known fact the wrestlin.
in the Amphitheater.
This time the aging but well business is strictly for the
conditioned ex-pugilist came joyment of the rabid mat far ,
out of retirement to take on So when the colorful mast
wrestling champion Lou Thesz of tbe feint climbed througi
in a boxing match. The rules the ropes to meet veteran
'were slightly altered for this Thesz you can be assured that
special bout. Each participant it was just a means of supcould concede to the other at plementing his income. WalFIELD TRIAL AT STANTON
anytime before Thesz could pin cott works out of the Juvenile Bird Dogs and Beagles were entered in the
dale Sportsman club. Dogs from as far away
Walcott and before the latter Division of the Camden Police
as Nashville were entered. Here owners are
HOST NYASALAND MINISTERS
field trial for the dogs at Stanton, Tenn.,
would be able to put Thesz to Department.
seen with dogs after the event.
Riverview Acres ranch. Ministers Chiume and
Dr. W. S. Davis, Tennessee State University
sleep with a knockout punch.
Walcott is among those who and the event was sponsored by the WoodsChipembre paid a State Department-sponsorintroduced the young African nation's MinThis writer did a two-part believe that boxing should be
ed visit to study Tennessee State University
story of the fabulous career of under closer supervision with
ister of Education, Social Development and
Mishap Bares Wrongs
and the new Metropolitan Government at
the man who came within an ,former boxers with integrity
Information, the Honorable M. K. Kanyarna
eyelash of besting two of his- hired to work closer with manNashville. Standing is Dr. A. T. Stephens,
LOGANSPOET, Ind. — Chiume, center, and the Minister of Local
tory's greatest heavyweights agers and the fighters. The
the University's professor of history.
(UPI) — Mrs. H. Hazel Ebr- Government, the Honorable Massuko Chipem when Joe made his first ap- recent deaths in the sport
(Clanton III Foto)
hardt faces a traffic charge. brs, right, to his African art carvings at his
pearance at the downtown au- which have many state officials
So does the driver of a cityDefending Booker T. Washditorium. SPORTS HORIZON clamoring for legislation to ab" ington and Hamilton warmed
readers may recall that Wal- olish boxing, were significantly The Woodsthile Soortsmantanci Patsy, third place, owned owned street sweeper.
Mrs. Ebrhardt was headed
cott answered the age-old ques- commented upon by the con- club held its first field trial by L. 0. Gillespie of Ripley.
up for the City Track and Field
tion on whether a boxer was scientious ex-champ. In Wal- for bird dogs and beagles H Dogs and owners winning the wrong way on a one-way
Championships scheduled for
tougher than a grappler. Then cott's opinion modern fighters, the Douglass community of three top snots in Peaele Trial street when her car was inthe Melrose oval Thursday and
Jersey Joe was of the opinion at least many of them, take Stanton, Tenn., recently, and were Lue-Lue, L. 0. Gillespie, volved in a traffic accident. So
Friday by winning triangular
that the wrestler had more at their training lightly and sign,entries from as far away as first place: Rlue, F. A. Rhodes, was the street-sweeper when
The hard hitting Manassas against Lester and Douglass.
for bouts on too short notice. Nashville took part.
Halls, second place, and Wash, it hit Mrs. Ebrhardt's car.
meets last week. Newcomer
Tigers scored 36 runs in three In other games Hamilton
I H. C. Hardy -was chief judge Elroy Johnson, Nashy;11e, third
NO PRO TV
J. W. Brown edged the field
dropped
but
week
last
games
2-1,
Bertrand.
Father
downed
place.
as
served
Peeves
If you think you missed some and Wayne
the final game of the set to Lester won its first by edging in the 100 and 220-yard dashes
exciting action because the Na- judge. The two judges are Wieners in "B..aele All Pack" Problem For Zoo
'and the broad jump to lead the
miss an opportunity to take
-Minn.
—
DULUTH,
(UPI)
Joe,
place;
first
Lue-Lue,
were
Nashville
the
tional Basketball Associationmembers of
Washington, 4-2. and Melrose Warriors with 54 points. Melover the lead.
Mr.
the
Magoo,
Zoo's
Duluth
P.dls
Rhodes.
A
F.
by
ownad
members
and
club
Sportsman
did not telecast its play-offs,
drilled Father Bertrand, 6-1. rose had 40 and Father Bertwell, you did. The NBA and of the faculty of Tennessee second place, and Wash, third mongoose who is scheduled for I Manassas started the week
thenITHINCLADS IN CITY MEET rand scored 32.
18-5,
Lester,
haa
deportation
month,
next
trouncing
by
place.
university,
State
s,A&I
the television producer
couldn't get together because! Field trial chairman was Serving as field marshal for Put on so much weight that'humiliated league lead in gl
of conflict of interests. The Richard Short of Brownsville. the field trial was Theodore the door to his pen had to be Douglass by a 18-0 count tol
enlargot, zoo officials an- halt the Red Devils four game l
sponsors claimed that the lea-1 Winners in the bird dog pup- Giles.
winning streak this season and,
gue wanted more telecasts of py class were Lady, first place. A large crowd was present to nounced.
18 over two years of season
lowly teams than the showings and Rachel, second place, own-,witness the event, and a much
play.
$39.90 per month
of the star-studded Boston Cel- ed by V. G. wheeler of Ripley, larger crowd is eaneeted next
1955 BUICK
Hamilton moved in an, i
tics which in 1961-62 caused and Frankenstein. third place. year, one of the officials said. 30-Year Wait
$42.90 per month
FORD
1956
shocked the Tigers with a
the viewing rating to take a owned by L. J. Wiley of Somer- Officers of the Wondsaain TOURLOUSE, France
'Sportsman club are L. W.
tumble. And after all that is
— Mrs. Mathilde Mine) great pitching effort to halt 1958 CHEVORLET
$49.00 per month
T e winners in bird dogs of Gillespie, oresidant; William and Joseph Mtn's, both 91, the Manassas surge which had
what counts with the money- viileb
$17.00 per month
-e, A. Guase, Browsville, vice pres- were married here. Albus said reached four straight victories. 1951 FORD
thirsty business tycoons. The all ages wore Kate. first p1'
circuit's objective was to keep owned by V. G. Wheeler, Rip- ident; Theod.re Gilea. secre- he had loved her for 30 years, Hamilton's offense pushed 1962 FAIRLANE
$62.77 per month
across single runs in the fifth
own-Itarv, and Milton Robinson,
some of the struggling fran- lev: Mingo, seeond
but had to wait until her form- and sixth innings to give southed by Elroy Johnson, Nashville, Ripley, treasurer.
chises from bankruptcy.
er husband died.
naw Larry Dailey and the
The Chicago Zephyrs, who
Wildcats a 2.0 shutout.
last
frequently
appeared quite
BASEBALL STANDINGS
Catcher Jim Walker and secyear, is a prime examp e. The Fayette
JA 5-4433
W L Pet. ond baseman Aaron Slayden 295 UNION AVE.
Team
Chicago franchise will play out
hitters
top
Manassas
the
were
800
1
Douglass
4
season.
next
Baltimore
of
4 1 .800 as they took advantage of the
Melrose
Many cage buffs were able
and centerfield
5 2 .714 short left
Hamilton
to hear the-semi-final series be- Coaches and basketball team ,tronhies and
4 2 .667 fences to chalk up five homefive Sportsman- Manassas
tween the Los Angeles Lak2 2 500 runs. Walker connected for a
Carver
ers and the St. Louis Hawks members of the Fayette Coun-,ship awards.
1 4 .200 grand stammer against Lester
inpinal oEflemFeay
principali
nteatte Lester
via a St. Louis radio station ty Training high school were CoThun't1 4 .200111nd clouted a pair against
Bertrand
which can be picked up rather honored at a banquet held re-i
0 5 .000 Douglass. Slayden connected
r Washington
!schoril,y Walter 4onds, presenr
clearly locally.'Now that the eently in the school's
gYmnasi- ed an award to Coach James
Hawks have been edged in urn. Guest speaker was
R. .1
seven thrilling games and the Roddy, principal of Woodstock.jGlass, hoN vet-. has was absent
because of illness. Carpenter
midst
the
in
Lakers already
Training high school. who is;reaeivad the award for him.
of their championship series one of the first coaches of basChairman of the affair was
with the Celtics, most West ketball in West Tennessee and Alvin
Brown, supervisor of inTennessee cage followers will one of the founders of the struction.
catch
and
content
be
to
have
State Athletic association of
the results of the coastal dog- which he was president for
ACROSS THE STREET FROM MEDICAL CENTER
fight the next day.
many years.
The best four of seven games Samuel Carpenter was preNo Money Down
tangle matches the high scor- sented a gold plaque for his 15
•
12 Months To Pay
ing antics of sensational Elgin years as coach at, the school.
Baylor and Jerry West against The presentation was made by
815 East E. H. Crump Blvd.
the great rebounding of NBA the school's principal, John
169 So. Third
most valuable player Bill Rus- Kohleim. Carpenter told of his
Phone 525-4446
sell. With Baylor and West experience during his coaching Open-24—Hours
astronomically
score
to
certain
career. His team has partici
GOOD HOME-COOKED FOOD
land Russell a. cinch to control pated in the State Tournament
PLATE LUNCH
Last fall former heavyweight champion of the world
Jersey Joe Walcott was in
Memphis to serve as a wrest-
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Sportsman Club Holds
Field Trial For Dogs

Hamilton Halts Tigers
In Prep League Baseball

•

JIM
BEAM

NO MONEY DOWN

P& D

LIQUORS

TIRE SALE

Great

Favorites in

the backboards, the outcome 14 times — eliminated in the
of this repeat of last year's,first round one time. He won

finalists could very likely be the last Coach Of The Year
decided by each squad's sup- award that was presented by
porting cast.
the State Athletic Association
in 1957. The team has won 68
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Kitchens Repaired
NO MONEY DOWN
F.H.A. FINANCED
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2609 Supreme

NEW TELEPHONE DIRECTORY CLOSES SOON

Histoc
Old Crow

452-6657
GL 8-9152

soc

AIR CONDITIONED

FREE DELIVERY
Phone 525-9236

Sat. or Sun. $I 25
Sot. Open 8 A.M. to 6 PIA.
Sun, Open 11 A.M. to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

recommended by Great
Americans for 128 years

•

111
•
•
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71.8411.41,1111
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▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
•
•
a
•

DARK EYES VODKA 100 Proof or 80 Proof
100% Grain Neutral Spirits Clear Spring Distilling Co., Division of fern's B. Beam Distilling Co.,
Clermont,Beam,Kentucky. 111A BEAM 86 Proof
Kenticky Straight Bourbon Whiskey.lames EL
Co., Clermont, Beam, Kentucky.

JA 5-9709

SPECIAL

CAR WASH $

GROUND FLOOR

LIGHT AS
A WHISPER

Discounts Up To 40%

dimmis••••••••••■••••••••••maum
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Minced Listings, Additional Listings, Ads in Yellow Pages

59 FORD
. fit block finish
195
58 PONTIAC .. equipment Loaded with
$795
57 CHEV. .... i'•:,',,,t r2eqiNules?"°"".
$895
4DR. Sta.Wag., Extra Clean
CO
$995
RAMBLER .. Equipped with Radio A Heater
Factory Air Cond.,
60 PONTIAC . 4DR.
Powee Brakes 8. Steering
$1695
Gales* 4DR, R.N., Automatic
60 FORD . . . ww tIre•, Sharp
$1295
Special 40R., R.H. Automatic
58 BUICK
ww tires A Beauty
$795
N.Y., 40R H.T. Pretty Canary finish $795
.
57 CHRYSLER Drives and looks like new
Custom Stn. Ring., 8800
$
62 RAMBLER . 4DR
Actual Miles, Loaded with Extras... 2395
2 DR Sedan 6 cyl., Powerglide
$995
58 CHEV.
Truly an outstanding car
B•I Air 40R, Automatic
59 CHEV
. R.H. Clounest in Town
$1195
Canty., V8 Powerglide, Fir*
57 CHEV.
Engine Red, Excellent, White Top ..$1195

Don't wait! Call our Business Office now to
change listings in the Telephone Directory. And
remember — additional listings for members of
your family or firm may be included for little
extra cost.
Mr. Businessman — Be sure you're represented
in the Yellow Pages — the best way to tell /
people how to find you. Smart Shoppers heed the
advice to "Let your fingers do the walking . ..
Read the ads ... Learn the facts ... Find it fast •
... Shop the Yellow Pages way."

Southern Boll

Audubon shows his bird sketches
to Daniel Webster, who called Old
Crow "the finest in the world."

LET YOUR

FINGERS DO

THE

OLD CROW
ikale
Old Crow
=Z=7
Kentucky Bourbon
7:4:••

wALKINO

BANK FINANCING
1042

Svudee Niaeled Veda"

Security Ramble
OPEN EVENINGS

JA 7-6397

4TR

today:— lighter,
milder 90 proof

( Ott CROAV DIST:llitY D.fitANEFOIT, IT. WITUCID STRAIGHT 101IPM IINID•PINIF
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Mrs. Hattie Smith, Atty. Veva
Roosevelt
• Young, her nephew,
Richardson, Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West, Thomas H. Hayes,
Mrs. Thelma Whalum, Mrs.
Hollis F. Price, Mrs. Whittier
Sengstacke, Jr., and her sister,
Mrs. Mary Johnson, of Chicago;
and Mrs. D. J. Thomas.
Concert committee chairmen
Miss Dorothy L. Vials et
responsible for the excellent
concert include Mrs. Harold
Birmingham, Ala., will be prtrJam iso n, general chairman;
sented in concert on Sunda„,
P Mrs. John Powell. co-chairman;
April 21, by the U. S. Welton
Mrs. Gladys Webb, publicity;
Auxiliary of Collins ' Chapel
Mrs. Flora Cochrane, decoraC.M.E. Church, 678 Washing
tions; Miss Edwina Hudson
and Miss Utoka Quarles. ticton Ave.
kets; Mrs. Willa Strickland,
Miss Veils, a Lyric Dramatic
Powell
Roland
ushers; Mrs.
Soprano, has given concerts
and Mrs. Maude Redmond, sothroughout the nation and haS
The glory of The Resur- 4i birth and heritage Warmed cial.'
recently returned from New
rection and the majesty of the hearts of her sister, Dr. At the reception, among the
Easter Sunday were vied in Clint Brawner, and scores of many hostesses, all in attracYork City where she appeared
were
classmates
and
dresses
friends,
former
tive
after-five
weathsplendor by matchless
on stage at the famed Carnegie k
er of the occasion . . . when teachers, and guests who Mrs. Bessie Claybrook, Mrs
Hall in concert.
.
Daisy McQuilla, Mrs. Eve*
Mother Nature donned her came to heir her.
The U. S. Walton AuxiliarA
concert,
Miss
Gadison,
After
gig
Elubye
Mrs.
Hillman,
most
finest raiment for the
extends
an
invitation
to tlio;
important day in the Chris- Brawner'S fine accompanist, Mrs. Jamison, Mrs. George
public to attend this conceal&
whose
superb
Leo
Taubman,
others.
many
Toles
and
About
our
calendar.
lien
Mrs. C. D. Coleman is presth
city,
Christians talent matched that QJ the Miss Brawner received many
beautiful
dent of the Auxiliary and Reo&
thronged to churches of the artist. Mr. Taubman, too, re- beautiful floral bouquets and
D. S. Cunningham is the pasta
season, 'but with sober and ceived enthusiastic ovations was presented a white orchid
of Collins Chapel.
thankful hearts for the debt for his artistry. He is remem- by the Rebecca Club.
paid on Calvery for the sins bered as, the accompanist of Easter week-end guests of
Mattiwilda Dobbs when she Mr. and Mrs. L B. Briscoe were
of mankind.
was presented in Bruce Hall Mrs. Briscoe's mother, Mrs.
EASTER EVE
R. E. Curl of Nacogdoches
It was the good fortune of by LeMoyne College.
The Hyde Park Area club of
Texas; their daughter, Miss
our community to have the GUESTS
St. James AME church inoutstanding concert of MISS Seated with Dr. Brawner Junienne Briscoe, a sophomore
stalled
newly elected officers
ALPHA BRAWNER, brilliant were family friends, including at Indiana University, and her
during a recent meeting at the
dramatic soprano, sponsored Mrs. Aretta J. Polk, Mrs. Rena house guest, Miss Marjorie
home
of
Mrs. Marie Virse of
Perry
and
her
daughter,
Indiana,
a
Mrs. Olin of South Bend,
by the REBECCA CLUB of
Lyons ave. President of the
Metropolitan Baptist church, Katherine P. Thomas, Miss classmate of Junienne at Indiclub is Mrs. Carnella Brooks.
, on Easter Eve at Bruce Hall Maedella Reeves, Miss Ger- ana.
AMONG THIS SEASON'S DEBUTANTES
trude Walker and Miss Jewel MISS LYNDA JOHNSON, Bernice Johnson, Shirley Purnell, Carolyn
Installing the officers was Miss
, on LeMOYNE college.
Hollingsworth,
Gwendolyn
Cheatham,
Dorothy
Lewis
and
Verdia
Foster.
Elizabeth Virse.
The thrilling concert was Gentry.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. H. H.
Appearing on the installation
a resounding success, and a Others seen seated in the re- Johnson, came home for the
at Manassas is the daughter o program were Arnice Sy
capacity audience was enthus-,serve seats section were Mrs. Spring break from Our Lady of
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Fos- Mrs. P. F. Alexander, Mis
iastic in acclaim of the young A. Byron Carter, Miss Lynda Angels School in Iowa, bringter, Miss Foster plans to be- Carolyn Ephrain, Mrs. Mildr
diva who is a native duaghter. Johnson, Miss Maribel Vas ing with her a very beautiful
come a teacher. She is a mem- King, Johnnie Reid, Mrs. Aliee
Cries of "bravo" and "en- Queiz of Panama; Arthur Pey- house guest and schoolmate in
ber of the French club and Hayden, Mrs. L. B. Rhinehardt
core" were heard, making a ton, Dr. and Mrs. W.0. Speight, the person of Miss Marible Vas
will be escorted by Eddie and Rev. 11. L. Starks, pastor
sign of "coming of age" in Sr., Thaddeus T. Stokes and Quez. who hails from Panama.
Walsh.
matters cultural hereabouts, Noah Bond, Mrs. p. Carruthers MRS. LAWRENCE SEYof the St. James church.
;
for, it is a well-known fact Bland, Mr. and Mrs. George MOUR, daughter of Mr. and
Charm,
poise
and
dignity,
Miss
Shirley
Purnell,
who
is
Mitchell
Road
High
school.
A
That Memphis concert audi- Toles, Harold Jamison and his Mrs. John R. Arnold, visited
ences are known to be among daughter, Miss Carol Jamison, her parents during Holy Week, mixed with pomp will fill the the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. member of the F.B.L.A. club,
the coldest in the nation.
Mrs. Rubye, Speight and her and returned to St. Louis, air when the Memphis Alumni Shelby Purnell. Miss Purnell Miss Cheatham plans to beMiss Brawner's magnificent daughter, Mrs. W. Lindsey and where she now resides, accom- chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi is also a member of the Na- come a psychologist. Her esperformance matched the out- Miss Ada Ateman; Mrs. I. S. panied by her young brother, Fraternity holds its annual tional Honor Society and plans cort will be Matthew Tyler.
a career in education. James Miss Dorothy Lewis, daughstanding selections of the pro- Sodden and her sister, Mrs. John R. Arnold III. who spent Debutante Presentation.
The presentation is sched- Walked will be her escort.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J.
gram. .. beginning with Mo- Core Halloday of New York; the week-end with Dr. and
uled to be held in the Mezza- A senior at Hamilton High Lewis, Jr., aspires to become a
zart's "Bella Mia Fiamma," Mr. and Mrs. John Whittaker, Mrs. Seymour.
continuing with three Schu- Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Coe, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Shaw nine Ballroom of Ellis auditori- school is Miss Carolyn Hol- social worker. Presently she is
bert compositions . . . "Die patron of the arts, Mrs. L K. and their fine little son, Har- um on May 3. These pictured lingsworth, who is the daugh- a senior at Hamilton High
Junge Nonne," "Entzuckung Thompson; Mr. and Mrs—L. F. old Shaw, Jr., spent the holi- are: Misses Bernice Johnson, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hol- school. A member of the F.B.Hollings- L.A., Miss Lewis will be esan Laura" and "Delphine," Briscoe, Mrs. Briscoe's mother, day weekend with Mrs. Shaw's Shirley Purnell, Carolyn Hol- lingsworth. Miss
and ending the first group Mrs. R. g Curl of Nacogdoches, parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Maceo lingsworth, Gwendolyn Cheat- worth is interested in home corted by Jimmie Ellis.
with immortal dramatic Ri Texas, their daughter, MissIpialher.
ham, Dorothy Lewis, and Ver- economics, which she plans to Miss Verdia Foster, a senior
torna Vincitor" from Aida, by Junienne Briscoe, and her MRS. ETHEL J. PERKINS dia Foster.
make her field of concentraVerdi. This alone was more ihouseguest
l
from Indiana Uni- went to Chattanooga, Tenn.. Miss Bernice Johnson, a sen- tion in college. She will be esthan worth the price of the ,verstiy,
Complete Fountain
, Miss Marjorie Olin, last Thursday evening, to at. ior at Manassas high school, corted by Lallon W. Boyce. S.)
entire concern.
.
.
is Billie Gail Baker anditend the 31st Southeastern Re- is the daughter of Mr. tuici Miss Gwedolyn Cheatham is
<c, SERVICE Cosmetics
o owing a brie!inter-:Mrs. Norvell Taylor.
She
is
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Hobart
Johnson.
the
Alpha
Conference
of
gional
mission . . the captivating: Others seen in the vast audi- Kappa Alpha Sorority. She was a member of the National Hon- Willie Cheatham and attends
K r y 5 Mode While.
singer rendered a group o ence were Robert M. Ratcliffe, recently appointed regional or Society at Manassas and
Y.,, Wait
Strauss Lieder . . . an ended Mrs. Rubye H. Gadison. Miss parliamentarian by Mrs. Julia plans to become a teacher. Her
spiritwith
four
he cbncert
va,
Jewelry
,Yvette Luster, Miss Claudia B. Purnell, supreme basileus escort will be Rodrick Diggs,
tials . . . Witness, I ant,1 Nevels, Miss Margaret Janes,
Jr.
of the organization.
550
‘
-i
;tyANCE
Jesus to Walk With Me," Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Doggett,
Also a senior at Manassas is
Ofrle a/lif
MRS. BERNICE A. E. CALCOSMELOLOGY &
"Jesus Lay Your Head in the
M. L. Adams, Mrs. Ger- LOWAY attended the regional
Window" and "My God is solMrs'
THERAPY
PHYSICO
Fast
trude A r matron g and her conference of Zeta Phi Beta
73
High."
Madam Gold S. M. Young, Free
'daughter. Miss Jewel Gentry. Sorority, which was held at
FAMILY AND FRIENDS
President
M.
G.
Mrs.
hes,
weekLeopold
last
Little Rock, Ark.,
Delivery
The magnificent artist's tri..:Mrs.
In Business 53 Years
...
t
umphant return to her place IFowlkes, Mrs. L. A. St ore y, end.
449 BEALE AVENUE
Pho JA 6-8112 JA 6.9120
moninummuninnummunummiummummonomrimmuummonnummmumnimunnimummummimmumminiiiiiiiiimimummuniumm
526-5632
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SELECTION OF THE MOTHER OF THE YEAR
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Charm, Poise, Dignity To Fill
Air At Debutante Presentation

FORTNER
CLOTHING COMPANY

0

154 SOUTH MAIN ST.
N>,

GORINE
COLLEGE INC.

PHARMACY

•

DIAL Your

Name_
Telephone No

Address__

..244eAs 74e
71144
. gasle4
Pa"?
@wile 4ccela4

1. Number of children in the family'
Absolutely. RICELAND

2. Is the mother an active member of a church'

RICE cooks perfectly

3. List organizations in which mother is presently affiliated or was

every time—each grain
formerly affiliated"

Long Distance Calls

fluffy. separate tender.
What type of work'

4. Is Mother employed'

Try failure-proof
RICELAND RICE

What volunteer services does site render?

... please?

for Fastest Service at the Lowest Rates

5. If Mother is unemployed, what volunteer service does she render?
Complete dialing information
and a list of Area Codes may
be found in the front of your
telephone directory.

6. Is the Mother active or has she ever been active in a P.T.A. Organization?

7. Is the Mother a registered voter?
8. What measure of success have her children achieved'

9. Did Mother have any unusual problems to overcome in rearing her
children? Is so, give details

10. What are her hobbies, special talents, or skills?

Send your questicamaires to one of the following people.
1. Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham,1678 Riverside Drive, Memphis
2. Miss Vearnealure Patterson,370 Elder Road, Memphis
3. Miss Grace Collins,979 Clack Place, Memphis
4. Mrs. Mary Collier,"1430 Elliaton Road, Memphis
I
5. Miss Mildred Crump,2141 Eldridge Avenue, Memphis
1111111111191111111119111111111110119111111111,11111111111111111111161MMIINNIMNIIIMIMMINUMM1111111 1111111amiall11111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111161161

WM,

1pea?CITY
Al DISCOUNT P21C6c
460 E. McLEMO2E at WELLINGTON
OPEN OAM t E3PM MON.*if— 71-1UP5.

F009

CF21 cy$444 SAT Bio ta-)

SI

Dialing your own Long Distance calls
'is the fastest way to keep in touch.
Easy, too. And when you dial you always get the low station-to-station

1!
rate, with extra bargainl_after six p.m. and on Sundays and holidays.

Pa

31

Southern Bell

4

OL3.:
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•Class Elects Mother
Of Eight President
When Mrs. Levata Townsel at 390 A McEwen. She is an
Edwards, president or the English major and is doing a
senior class at LeMoyne col- minor in education. She made
lege, receives her sheepskin the dean's list both semeson June 3, sitting in the audi- ters of her freshman year and
ence and watching her will the first semester of her senbe her proud husband and ior year.
GOAL FOR CHILDREN
eight children.
Mrs. Edwards is a graduate
A host of others will be
there too to applaud Mrs. Ed- of Manassas High School and
wards, including her parents, ranked second in her high
six brothers and sisters and school cla.*
Her goal after receiving the
members of Hill Chapel Baptist church where for seven college degree: "I want all of
years Mrs. Edwards has served my children to go to college."
as pianist for the two choirs.
Mrs. Edwards enrolled at
LeMoyne as a freshman in
110 eptember 1945. After completing her first year, she
married William Edwards, an
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, proasphalt worker, and settled
fessor of history at LeMoyne
down to have eight children.
college, is in Atlanta this week
RETURNED IN 1910
She returned to LeMoyne representing the American
during the second semester of Missionary Association at a
1980.
conference sponsored by The
The daughter of Mr. and Church and Community InMrs. John H. Townsel of 1238 ,stitute. Delegates are discussEnglewood, Mrs. Edwards is ling "The Mission of the
president of the English Club Church in the South of Toand reporter for the student morrow.
NEA chapter as well as presi- Sessions are being held at
dent of the senior class.
the Interdenominational TheoShe resides with her family logical Center.

South Of Tomorrow
Topic In Atlanta

SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS

stallatiOn
:e Sv
er, Digs.
Mildre
Ers. Alice
nnehardt
:s, pastor
ch.

BELLEVUE SHELL
SERVICE CENTER
915 NO. BELLEVUE AT
VOLLENTINE AVE
NEW MANAGEMENT

tk3

DAVID SHANKS, MINISTER
Of Klondike Church of Christ, Owner
WI SPECIALIZE IN PROMPT
COURTEOUS SERVICE
MECHANIC ON DUTY
CAR WASHING DAILY
TIRES & BATTERIES PURCHASED ON EASY TERMS
NO DOWN PAYMENT
30 DAYS BEFORE FIRST NOTE
ROAD SERVICE

EASTER PARADE FASHIONS . . . Three beautiful examples of the smart costumes worn by Memphis ladies in
the Easter Parade are modeled by Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg, Miss Eunice Carruthers and Miss Phyllis L. Brooks.
Mexican influence from South of the Border is seen in the
costume chosen by Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg, Women's
Director of WDIA, narrator of fashion shows and mother
of three lovely daughters. She is a communicant of St.
Augustine R. C. Church. The striking costume was designed
by Juda Eiland, local designer, and is of black and white
denim, featuring a black sheath dress with a draped capecoat. Long white gloves, a black clutch bag and gun metal
opera pumps by Andrew Geller were complimented by a

COIFFURE'S
by

Josephine
DISTINCTIVE
STYLING & COLORING
BEAUTY SALON
Mrs. Josephine Norman,
Owner
1138 College St. 946-9139

Summertime Fun In Your Own
Backyard with this Comfortable,
Gracious 3-Piece PATIO GLIDER SET!

white rolled down Breton hat by Vincent de Koven. with
white chiffon covered crown accented with a black patent
rose. (2) Miss Eunice Carruthers is a teacher at Melrose
Elementary School and the co-owner and designer of
Carsla's Boutique at 582 Vance, along with Miss Dorothy
Slate. She is a member and Sunday School teacher at First
Baptist Church, Lauderdale. Her wide red chappeau with
the African crown and cartwheel brim was of imported
rough straw, worn with an off-white linen dress with black

Delta Sorority Announces Plans For'May Week' And 50th Anniver.

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

r'r, CART HOME SAVINGS!

Th.

Palace

214-216 SO. MAIN ST.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE

726 E. McLEMORE
WH 8-8121

FACTORY AUTHORIZED —
Call US On All Your

COMPLETE FAMILY STORE
EASY CREDIT TERMS
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi

•

What better way to enjoy easy-living summer weather than with your own
patio set! You'll enjoy dinning picnic-style right in your own backyard! Glider,
chair and rocker are of modern steel construction styled for comfort, beauty
and easy-care!

Tubular aluminum arms and frame;

EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411

ALSO

Small and Large

4569
SUMMER

Appliances

Where Prices Are Right

$4995

Mary Collier is the chairman.
Delta's Annual Charitable
Contributions will be made

SAVE 80*

CLOTHING COMPANY

Glider, Chair and Rocker all for only

I

A peek at the activity of versary, 50 years of service sorority has planned a delight- flavor to the "Week on May
popular highlight of "May
more than 275 chapters of and finer womanhood, is being ful calendar for the Week of 6. Mrs, Hattie Hopkins House' A
Week" is "Breakfast for MiDelta Sigma Theta Sorority, celebrated this year. Especial May 5-12. The general chair- is the chairman.
lady" on May 12. Among its
Inc., will reveal Delta women emphasis is being placed on man, is Soror Ruthie Strong, "Delta's Showcase" for the
many features is presentation
busily planning for their an- rendering community service. has released the following Kennedy hospital, a favorite
community service of the soror- of the "Mother of the Year."
Memphis
Alumnae plans . .
nual observance of "May The
has been placMay ity, will be given May 7. Mrs. A questionnaire
Week." Delta's Golden Anni- Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorors will begin
the paper this week, and
Week" with attendance at one Norman Griffin and E. Couch ed in
w01 run every week for the
of four churches . . . St. John are the chairmen.
the selection 01
Baptist church of 640 Vance For little shut-ins, a Delta public to aid in
for this outstanding'
*under price el
Ave., Trinity CME church, 650 Kiddie party will be held on a person
honor. Sorors Janet Lewis and
home delivered
Wells St., Emmanuel Episco- May 6, featuring a storytelling
Elsie Thomas are chairmen of
milk
pal Church of 425 Cynthia Pl. hour. Sorors Bobbie Kirken"Breakfast for Milady."
and the St. Augustine Catho- doll and Laura Townsend are
Delta's presentation to motheach time you buy 2 half-gallons of lic church on Walker Ave. Mrs, the chairmen.
ers of deceased sorors on May
Beulah Williams is the chairOn May 9, Deltas, their fam- 12, will bring to a close tha
man.
"May Week" celebration of the
A Delta Charm School for ilies and friends will enjoy a
sorority,
high school students will lend refreshing Splash Party. Soror
Soror Lorene Osborne is the
president of the Memphis
Alumnae chapter of the Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority.

AviAftr:;

Special SALE Price!

dais. enhanced with a red silk scarf. (3) Miss Phyllis L.
Brooks is a teacher at Walker Avenue School, attends
Smothers Chapel C.M.E. Church and is a member of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. The auburn haired model is'
wearing it coffee toned costume suit with matching floral
print bodice and Jacket lining. The matching accessories
included coffee-toned gloves, affinity patent opera pumps
and bag. The hat, a Mr. John Original, is of beige shantung.
emphasising the new tall crown with roller brim.

MU 5-8241

OUR
WORK
IS
GUARANTEED

HOLLAND
•
APPLIANCE CO.

Junior Civic Club
Elects New Officers
Officers of the 50th Ward
Civic club were elected during
a recent. meeting at 190 First
St. Elected president was Willie Gaskin. Other officers include:
Edward Gaskin, vice president; Miss Archie Christian,
secretary; Miss A. Collins, assistant secretary; Eric Dailey,
treaseurer; N. Frison, chaplain;
Columbus Horner, vice chaplain; Gary Foster, sergeant at
arms; and Mrs. Mary Williams,
supervisor.

we've got a
new number on Beale!

AND IF NO ANSWER
JR 7-3311

Treat the Family to It Delicious

Salad

vented seats and backs.

All white or red and white, green and white.
SHOP HAVERTY'S EASY TERMS, $1 DOWN DELIVERS,
MONTHS TO PAY!!

SHOP THURSDAY 'TILL 9
AT 3 LOCATIONS!
4

157 S. Mein, Phone 526-5906
Beale
Downtown
at
Allenberg's,
69
Park Free
3015 Perk, Phone 323-7656
Free Storeside Parking
Phone 452-7308
Sunim•r,
*13432
Free Storesid.e Parking
•

made
with

SPEASfr04,(1
pw(p
Apth CidPh AD(

VINEGARS

and it's

LIFE]
Be SPEASIflc... Ask for SPEAS I
[ADVERTISED IN

.01011I11811AMMCEM

At Oroetirs Everywher•

OUR
75th YEAR

333 Beale

Now, 13annior Laundry •Cleanar Is mere can:mm*01y
located at 333 Beale. Mous Epps, day manager, and
Roy Allen, night monow, are anxious to soave you
with th• voay finest in cleaning and laundering a.vices. Drop In to se• them or dlol 272-1550 for •peody
pickup and d•!ivery. Open from 630 AM 't11 8:30 PM
doily.

BANNER LAUNDRY-CLEANER

DEFENDER
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ABC
MAIDS
Guaranteed Job in New YorK
Transportation & Meals
Advanced

306 M & M BLDG MEMPHIS
JA 5-3131

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.

Cash You
Get$ 500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

mo.
Payments
$ 12.90
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
$ 45.50
$ 56.20
$110.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
CERTIFICATES GIVEN

72 MADISON

sored by MEND. The program was designed to provide
knowledge and teach certain skills whereby families will
be able to care for their own needs in a national emergency.
Eight other persons completed the Meharry course which
was offered free of charge to all interested.-(II. Brinson
Photo)

Meharry's associate professor of obstetrics and gynecology,
Dr. Carr A. Treherne, also coordinator of Medical Education for National Defense, presents certificates to Gilbert
H. Coffey, senior medical student, Mrs. Bobbie Jean Stuart.
secretary, school of medicine: Billy Mitchell, housekeeping
department; and Miss Patricia King, school teacher, after
they completed a Medical Self Help Training course spon-

LeMoyne Students To Observe
Teaching Career Month'

Dr. J. W. Falls
To Speak On
Education Day

The Rufus J. Hawkins chap- A&I State university on April
ter of the Student National Ed- ,5.
ucation Association will ob- 1 The meeting in Nashville
of. Dr. Joseph W. Falls, retired
serve "Teaching Career Month" ended with the election of
ficers for the state organiza- principal of Geeter High
on Friday, April 19, in a pro- non,
school will be guest speaker
gram starting at 10 a. m., in They are Robert White, when the Young People's
the lecture hall of LeMoyne president, LeMoyne college; Christian Club of West
college.
, Miss Jane Elligan, vice presi- Holmes presents Education
Speakers will be Harry W. ci-nt, Knoxville college; Miss Day at the Lake Grove BapPerry, director of special eclu- Queen Turnipseed, secretary, tist church at 4941 Weaver rd.
. cation, and Mrs. Rutha Pegues,,L eMoyn e: Miss Annette on Sunday, April 28 at 2:30
speech theraoist, both of the Hughes, assistant secretary, p.m.
Memphis public school system. Lane college; Vealie Hogg. oar- j Dr. Falls will be introduced
Perry's subject will h,"Op- liamentarian, Lane; Miss Eva;to the audience by Miss Shirportunities in Special Educe- lena .T1cobs, treasorpr, T-nnes-,ley Wilson, a recent graduate
lion." w'ile Mrs. pegues will see State; and Miss Carrie of LeMoyne college, who will
talk on "Problems Encountered Jackson, chaplain, LeMoyne. serve as mistress of ceremon'in Special Education."
Miss Countess Johnson of ies for the program.
During Teaching Career,L-Movne is outgoing president. Others on the program will
Month members of the chanter Mrs. Hattie Mangum is presi- be Miss Alice Moore, Miss
. will present a skit on "Ethical dent of the LeMoyne chapter. :Betty House, Miss Helen
Meeks and N. Harris.
During the program a $100
Seven students from the
Honesty
scholarship will be presented
-chapter, along with the advisor.,
to Miss Reccie Saulsberry by
Mrs. Cherie P. Roland, were in' MOUNT VERNON, Ill
Nashville recently for the Stu- 0111)- Fred Stull wore a $3,700 Miss Mary Hardaway.
dent NEA meeting which was,smile because a passerby re- ' The public is invited to the
•"held in conjunction with the turned the 37 $100 bills he program.
Tennessee Education Congress dropped on the street the day
Sammie Hardaway is presi'on the campus of Tennessee, before.
;dent of the club.

Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

RAMBLER FOR 1963
"THE CAR WITH THE PERSONAL APPEAL"
If you trade a '58, '59 or '$0 Rambler, Ford or
Chevy in average condition, your payments will
equal those on chart below

880 AMBASSADOR
'60 - $49.39 per mo.
'59 - $57.41 per moi
'58 - $62.99 per mo.
550 CLASSIC '60 - $30.00Jper mo.
'59 - $34.00 per mo.
'58 - $41.14 per mo.
220 AMERICAN '60 - $23.36 per mo.
'59 - $29.59 per mo.
'58 - $33.49 per mo.

SECURITY
RAMBLER
695 UNION

JA 5-6391

The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
&H

STUDIO -1

CLEANERS
& HATTERS

"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"

COLETTA'S
TAILORS

151 Beal. St.

129 Beale
Tuxedo Rentals For
PROM ANNIVERSARIES ,
WEDDiNGS
COMPLETE ACCESSORIES
FORMAL BALLS
525-9395

by

"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WA/T"

ERNEST WITHERS

We Hoye Been In Bu•Iness 15
Years, B•czu•• We Ar• Specialists In Our Field.

319 BEALE STREET
I

Visit M & H BARBER SHOP

WAYNE'S
SHOE STORE BENST.
EASTER STYLE
SHOES FOR MEN
BLACK & WHITE
NYLON
ALLIGATOR SHOES

MONEY LOANED ON
Articles of Value
Diamonds
Jew•lry
Watches
Golf Clubs
Shotguns-Tools
sommommimmumet
WHEN IN

MONEY TO LOAN!
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE

MORRIS'
MONEY LOANED ON
T. V. - RADIOS - SHOTGUNS
DIAMONDS - SUITS
WATCHES - TOOLS
STEREOS

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS - CAMERAS - DIAMONDS
RADIOS - JEWELRY - CLOTHING

EXPERT TAILORING

7e4eize '74 sma,re euteoce 751644

UNCLE SAM'S PAWN
122 BEALE

AT

•

LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Business Services
IF YOU HAVE nuns OR CARPETS
that you would like instalied wall
to wall or cleaned. Carl Bob Miller
for a free eetimate, OL 8-0702.

Salesmen
and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis maiket.
COMPLIMENTARY
We pay 25 per cent and 30
Emma Barbee of the Barbee
per cent contract commission
Ranch, 109 Hornlake Road ga-ie on
the dollar.
birth to a beautiful brown and
white faced male colt, Tuesday , THE TRI STATE nEFENDER
236 South WelLngton Street
April 2, 1963 . . .
Mampliis, Tenn.

COMPLIMENTARY

Furn. For Sale

ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
mettlea and spring, one dresser.
2 chest of drawer., one washing machine. One dinette set, one sewing
machine. CALL BR 6.2370. 2152
Piedmont St.
PRIVATE PARTY WOULD LIKE TO
purrhase a bona bar la fair eondlHon. (all JAcksoa 6-8397.

YES

FFICE

THIS

176 & 178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300
•

LOAN OFFICE

162-164-166 BEALE ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL

Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14,50

SPACE IS
FOR
AN
ADVERTISER

Situation

Wanted

BEAUTICIANS
EX PER I EN CE D
wants job as shampooer in white
shop or as seamstress. JA 3-21464
Keep children In home for worklie
mothers-by the day, week, or mon
Call FA 4.5166 for information.
Rev. and Mrs. L. W. Mew

AT
tivet

Special Services

HOMEWORKERS WANTED
We will wind you the names and
addresses of 50 US, firms that URGENTLY NEED HOMEWORKERS for
only 25c postpaid' Rush your name.
dIves. and 25c today to Farmer 210
il Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.
Plano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
like new. Call BR 2.7644 for service.
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORKAS
POR. Only $1000.
ter or restaurant worker.
WH 6-0687
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL, WORK
CALL:
452-1831
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY OR
BABY SITTING. CALL:
JA 5-7919
NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
work-private home.
948.1273

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
MAID,
3 BEDROOM! CAR
PORT, CON- EXPERIENCED
NURSE.
Ironer. City references. 5 day, a
CRETE PORCH, PATIO
BIGGEST
LOT IN SUB-DIVISION GI or FHA week. JA 7-9043.
Loan accepted or will sell. Equity.
MEN WANTED
EX 7-7116-South of Alley on Judson.
Make Up To $2.50 Per Hour
Contact or Call Mr. Hale, 948.0774.
FOR SALE
DEEP FREEZEAS-$60.00 and up Part or full time. Mr. Hale, 1108
S. Lauderdale.
Phone WH 2-4332
GAS RANGES - $29.00 up PHONE
MEN!!!
WH 2-4332
To
sell
appliances
and
furniture.
FOR SALE
Would like Intelligent men. Exper. In
WRINGER WASHER $39.00 and up selling. Must like people. Call FA 3Phone WH 2-4332.
4551. 2259 Park Avenue.
The Goodyear Appliance & Furniture
FOR SALE
Co
REFRIGERATORS $19.00 and up
WH 2-4332
GUARANTEED N.Y. LIVE-IN
Jobs. $35-$55 wk
Fare advanced.
FOR SAI.E
T.V. SETS - $69.00 up
- PHONE Mallory Agency 576 Merrick Rd.,
Lynbrook, N
Y.
WH 2-4332
MALE & FEMALE SALES PERSONS
Desirable work for
PART TIME COLLEGE STUDENTS
Tom Sawyer's Appliance Co.
618 E. McLemore
Ph: WH 8-4332
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of YARD WORK for MEN FOR
use of
Highway 64 or. Ellendale can
be HOUSE. Must have other Job.-Hcutre
show n by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George work for wife
Ph. EV 6-4618
Gibbs. Jr.

For Sale Misc.

59 DESOTO 2 DR HARDTOP
FULL EQUIP with power steer
1796 PATTRICK
ing, brakes and air conditioning
will take older car as trade. NEAR HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
OWNER ASSUMES
Call Ernest Jones between 1
4th percent V. A. Loan - $83.22 Monthly
p.m. and 7 p.m. at WH 64591. Notes; Nothing Down. Or New FHA

Houses For Sale

Loan With 5300 Down Plus Closing Cost.
PACKARD SHIRTS - TAILOR MADE
No size too large or too small
NEW LOOK
also
3 Bedroom, Tile bath-Fenced Backyard
Mason, Orthoreut, and Chas. Chester GL 8-5255
Office 398-7682
Shoe Representative.
TWO NICE HOMES
Bruce N. Boyd, Sr.
Call WH 2-4513
1213 Dempeter, Hardwood floors,
1263 Newark, 3 Bedrooms. Come
see. Easy Terms. Bill Winemiller.
CARTER REALTY CO.
GL 8-5666 3294 Poplar FA 7-5360
MALE & FEMALE SALES PERSONS
417 NO. PARKWAY EAST
Desirable work for
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
PART TIME COLLEGE STUDENTS
CHARMING 7 ROOM BRICK
Tom Sawyer's Appliance Co.
Price Restored to $11,150.00
618 Si. McLemore
Ph, WH 8-4332
$350.00 CASH. PLUS CLOSING
H. W. FLOORS, RED GUM TRIM
WANTED
Mrs. L. Fitter
BR 5-690n
MAN WITH CAR OR STATION
LARKIN-GOWAN. INC.
BR 5-8174
WAGON
MUST RE A GO-GETTER
NICE HOME FOR RENT
To deliver and sell ~ere weekly 3 LARGE ROOMS - HALF BATH.
Salary plus commission
retired or settled couple. Near pupa.
New
Tri-State
Publishing
Company Mir bus nee. Stove FURNISHED.
236 South Wellington Street
BR 2-3237
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You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES Oc VALUE

I

Instructions

2 10..

MORRIS'

SHOP

Houses For Sale
WHY?

YOU

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

EPSTEIN

Help Wanted

k URNISHICO ROMA WITH HALF.
RAGSDALE 1151p1,0 M ENT
bath-water & lights furnished Phone Lir. Ileauty Operator to Wolk
tri
BR 5-7124.
Buy New Home With ?Amity Yard
White Beauty Shop
Houses In New Condition
Maid rum)
NEWLY
525 air We're Offering
REMODELED
kletabilahed Lawn - Fenced
3 - BEDROOM - L R. KITCHEN - short Order Cook
920 Up With
Combination
yard - 3 13edronms
Maids - Cook
Bath - 1158 Gausco - PHONE:
Kitchen And Family Room With Broken
JA 8-4589
Wit 2-5537
Red Tile Floors Separate Living Rami
NEWLY DECORATED TWO ROOM WOMAN likSIRES JOB AS MAID OR - Car-port
GL 8-5255 - 398-7682
baby enter five days a week. Call.
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 665
RAINES REALTY CO.
(IL 8-45b1
S. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS, $25.00.
Water furnished. Call BR 2-2115.
575 RAINES RD.
WOULD LIKE WORK AS euhinioN
ironer or keep children.
3-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE $40.00. CALL WH 6.6645 or Cali: Neti 8-3151.
JA 6-2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
Homeworkers Wanted:
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
a.
wn .
wl
.
send
(tie tnsmpifeirte natrhne
d.
as
, PI ANC).
CHARM
AND
VOICE
unfurn. nns, for rent
d
eee. of
classes. Private or groups. Special
WH 2-3937. call after 5 p.mrate to school children. E. Lola King.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
1616 Mouth Parkway East. Pho.2 Ise. unfurnished rooms for rent.
27.54)435
WH 2-3937. call after 5 p.m.

NEED

A FRIEND TO SEE IS

Uncle Sam Says...

184 Beale Avenue Phone JA 5-0926

N

138 BEALE STREET

A ts. For Rent

Ads •.•

- •-

PAUL'S TAILORING COMPANY
alpfut 'Wet.

ATHAN'S
LOAN

CAPITOL LOANS

Classified

,•••L SA1

KNOW

SIIE IS NOT
A GYPSY

This is her new office at the Mississippi Slate Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife Or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourage4
If any of these are Your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or lousiness is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
11011SE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven Slate Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.

TRY
ONE
TODAY.
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TSU Players To Present
tad Seed' Here April 26

ale

The Tennessee State Univer- der the direction of Dr. Thomas
sity Players will present 'The E. Nag, and are nationally
Bad Seed.' at LeMoyne Col- known. This vehicle is one of
uady Yard
ew Condition
lege, Bruce hall, on April 28, their greatest productions.
Fenced Back players are onAll proceeds above expenses
at 8 p.m.
Combination
_
With Broken
will go to the current Sickle
Living Room
Cell Anemia Fund Drive to
— 395-7082
1r CO.
keep the center open for treatment and research.
The public is invited to see
,this fine production, and frairtnai, bMaitiratt and social orA Fashion Show. featuring
CHARM
D
ganizations are asked to supnips. Special
as
Jean
Steinberg
Martha
Miss
. Lola King,
commentator, will be present- port this wonderful production
it. Pho.ed at Club Tropicana on June and the SICKLE CELL PROJ2. and will he soonsorPd by the ECT.
H. A. Gilliam, Sr., is the exKellogg's Employees' Socialecutive director of the current
Charity club.
CACTIC1ANo
Sr In white
The organization recently se- drive, and Mrs. Philip S. Booth
6 3.21164.
lected the Sickle Cell Anemia is the general chairman.
TOP PREP SCHOOL TYPISTS
for work In
Research Program as this
K. or mon
nation.
place, shorthand; Phyllis Crawford, first place,
Thirty-six
contestants
from
13 high schools
year's
charity.
W. Meye ,
AT THE JUBILECT — School representaBooker T. Washington high school who
representing eight Tennessee cities particiDuring a recent meeting the,
typing class 11; Cecilia Byrd, second place
tives who played an important role in the
steered Miss Vivian Chaney to first place members heard Mrs. Phillip'
pated in the contest sponsored by Tennessee
typing I; Gloria Thomas, second class, typing
OS
success of the 1963 Jubilect. Are (left to
in the Miss or Mr. Jubilect Contest; Mrs. Booth, chairman of the drive to
State University's Business Education Depailclass II; and Eddie 1.ee Kinnard, first place,
ANTED
right) Miss Barbara Jean Bowden — HamilJean Harris, Mt. Pisgah high school, Cor- raise funds for the project, and
ment. From left are Bettye Harrington. first
Class I.
namee and
A.
C.
Williams,
a
member
of
on that URton high school. Herman Rankin, Band masdova, and Miss Rose Caviness. Manassas
place. shorthand; Claudette Scott, second
)RKERB for
the
committee,
tell
of
the
imter, Carver high school, Mrs. Norma Griffin.
high school.
your name.
portance of the Research proFarmer 210
10, N.Y.
'! gram.
The annual oratorical contest
piano tuned
) Funds for the organization sponsored by local Elks lodges
for service.
have been raised in a television for city and county (sigh school
ticket drawing with Miss students has been planned for
'Ernestine Winfrey claiming theill p. m., Sunday, April 21, at
prize.
1Middle Baptist church, 821
Clubs desiring to assist in Lane ave., announced the
the fund drive should call Jim- chairman, Frank Scott, district
ro ic D. T9s-Inr, Jr.. at WIT. 8- deputy grand exalted ruler.
5724, or William D. Smith at I,ast year's winner Was a
11%71Iitehall 2-2246
young man from Father Bertrand high school. This year's
winner will he eligible to com"In fact, all human beings
(Special to the Defender) .freedom.
pete in the State Elks oratoriNEW YORK — Pope "Where the civil authority ought rather to reckon that I
cal to be held in Columbia
uses as its only or its chief what has been accomplished
John XXIII, in his Holy
Tenn., April 28. Winner from
means either threats and fear is but little in comparison
the state contest will be eligi
.
4Thursday encyclical "Peace of punishment or promises of with what remains to be
The Board of Christian Edu- ble to compete in the regional '
4on Earth," made what is rewards, it cannot effectively done."
cation of St. John- Baptist contest in June. The regional
considered the most signifi- move men to promote the comChurch, 640 Vance ave., plan winner will receive a $1,000
mon
good
of
all.
cant and concrete Papal comto
sponsor its annual Workers scholarship and will compete
ment on race relations since DIGNITY AS MEN
Clinic
for Vacation Bible in the national contest to be
the height of the Nazi racial "Even if it did so move them,
Aug. 25.
workers.
School
The clinic will held in Boston. Mass..
fury in 1937, in the opinion this would he altogether opFirst prize will be a $100 Saythe
church,
bebe
conducted
at
of Dennis Clark, executive sec- posed to their dignity as men,
will be
ginning Monday, April 22, and ines Bond. All expense
retary of the Catholic Inter- endowed with reason and free
paid by the national Elks
Anril
26.
ending
Friday.
racial Council.
will. As authority must appeal Rev. James M. Lawson, pas- The class periods will be two Lodge convention.
Calling for moral dimensions primarily to the conscience of tor of Centenary Methodist hours long beginning at 7 D. m., Mrs. Blanche Jackson is the
in social solutions of racial individual citizens, that is, to church, has been appointed by and ending at 9 p. m., daily. Tennessee state director of edproblems, the Pope said:
each one's duty to collaborate the president of the Memphis Enrollment fee is $1.15. The ucation for the Elks. George W.
"The order which prevails readily for the common good Branch NAACP with unani- course has been approved and Lee is the grand commissioner
national
in society is by nature moral. of all."
mous approval of the execu- those who attend will receive of education for the
Grounded as is it in truth, it
Elks lodge.
Pointing out that the role tive board to Chair the local credit.
must function according to the
of government in securing in- branch's Housing Committee, Realizing the importance of
norms of justice, it should be
terracial justice must be not one of the NAACP's 13 stand- better leadership in our craily
inspired and perfected by muVacation Bible School, the
merely passive, but affirmative ing committees.
of
tual love, and finally it should
Mrs. Richard T. White
Rev. Lawson, who came to Board of Christian Education
and aimed at producing "acwas in
Ave.
Central
be brought to an ever more
to
invitation
3254
an
extending
tive solidarity," the Pope con- Memphis frorre Nashville, is is
last week
refined and human balance in
well known for leadership and other churches in the commu- Washington, D.C.
tinued:
national confera
attend
under
be
will
to
school
The
participation in the Nashville nity.
Commit"On the other hand, the dedirection of competent and ef- ence of the National
Movement Civil Rights.
mands of justice are admirably
of the Public
Support
for
tee
instructors.
ficient
With the recent executive
observed by civil authorities
order signed by President Ken- Mrs. Inez Morris is chairman Schools.
who promote
e natural betis a member of MOTHER TO GET DEGREE — Mrs. Levata
Marie. Kneeling. Christine (she's Ernestine's
nedy banning discrimination of the leadership committee; Mrs. White
terment of th e citizens benon-partisan organization, Townsel Edwards of 390-A MeEwen. presico-chairman;
twin). Seated on couch, left to right: Byron,
the
Estes,
Bertha
Mrs.
of
the
lohousing,
the
work
in
stimulate
to
longing to a smal: ethnic group,
is
purpose
Robert, Mrs. Edwards. Gloria Jean and Ledent of the senior class at LeMoyne College.
cal Housing Committee will be Mrs. A. M. Williams, chairman, whose
particularly when that bettersupport for the pubvats. Standing, William, Jr. Mrs. Edwards is
far reaching and of great im- board of Christian education, financial
Is surrounded by her eight children. Seated
of
levels
all
language,
ment concerns their
at
portance, said Jesse H. Turner, and the Rev. A. McEwen Wil- lic schools
the wife of William Edward, Sr.
on floor, left to right: Ernestine and Ada
the development of their nat- president of the local NAACP. liams is pastor.
government.
ural gifts, their ancestral cusTALLAHASSEE, F I a. — toms, and their accomplish(UPI) — Florida moved closer ments and endeavors in the
to ratification of the anti-poll economic order."
tax amendment to the federal It is a duty for men of all
races to seek "Social communConstitution.
The House and Senate each ion, not separation," the Pope
passed seperate but identical declared.
measures of ratification. To NEED TO COMMUNICATE
actually clear the legislative
'There are groupings of peoprocess in order to be counted
ple of more or less racial backin the roll-call of states, both
ground," he said. "However,
Houses must pass the same bill.
the elements which characterFinal action is scheduled for
ize an ethnic group must not
the week.
be transferred into a waterSt
The Senate passed the measii'ii5
tight compartment in which
ure by a vote of 36-6 after a
human beings are prevented
brief flurry of debate.
from communicating with their
In an abortive move to side,track the proposal, Sen. B. C. fellowmen belonging to differPearce of Palatka declared the ent ethnic groups.
$1395 59 MERC
$1195 62 AUSTIN HEALY. $2995
59 OLDS
$1095 57 PLYMOUTHS... S 595
$1395 59 CHEV
61 FORD
"This would contrast with
action would give the federal
4 door.
Hard top.
B•I Al,.
Montclair 4-dr. hardtop. Beautiful
3000 D•lux - Elect ov•rdriv•
Very attraction
4-dr. hardtop.
Choe•• from 2 4-dr. and 2-clr.
Galosie. Radio & h eeeee. Auto'
government a right to inter- our contemporary situation, in
Radio
and
heater.
Automatic Like N•wl
ros• metallic, very clean, orig.
matic transmission. I door.
2-tone btu, Power steering &
hardtop. On• is on• owner Memwhich the distances separating
tranemission.
fere in state elections.
WSW
intoior.
Powo
stotring
&
brak•s.
cond.,
premium
brakes,
air
phis
car with power stewing.
$1395
59 BUICK
tires. Driv•s like n•wl
RAH. Tak• pick!
The measure passed the peoples have been almost wip.51495 60 AUSTIN HEALY. $ 995
59 OLDS
Electra 4-dr. hardtop with full
4 door full powo
Factory air. Sprite. Like N•wl
pow•r and factory oir cond.
House 104-3 without debate. ed out.
$1395
60 FORD
Starlin•r Coup•. Gleaming black
$1595
Thirty-eight states must rati.$1695 Extra nic•.
60 CIIEV
"Nor can one overlook the
61 MERC
AUSTIN
HEALY
.
Cl
$1095
with attractive red int•rior. Power
Impala, 4 door hardtop. Attroctiv•
4 door.
59 FORD
S 595
Al
Radio and heater.
fyy the amendment before the fact, that, even though human
Sprite.
white with that gorgeous red and
AutoConsul.
steering
and
brako,
automatic
Factory
Air.
English
Ford.
Full
power.
prohibition against requiring beings differ from one another
white interior. Just like N•wl
matic transmission.
and air conditioner. A fine per
61 PONTIAC__ $2295 GO TR-3 ROADSTER .S1495
61 CHEV. 112TON. .. $1295 Padded dash. Radio, Heater,
poll taxes in federal elections by virtue of their ethnic peformer and a Stand Out.
S 895 Starchistf 4-dr. hardtop with full Wir• Wheels. Extra Nice.
57 CHEV
Gleaming black. Fle•tside, set
white tires and auto. trans.
can become a part of the U.S. culiarities, they all possess cerpower, factory air. Extra sharp.
Bel Air sport couple with radio,
61 MERCURY
$1695 off by white tires. Looks I lk•n•w!
Constitution.
$1095
60 CORVAIR
heater, automatic, power stowing
tain essential common ele2-4r. hardtop. Very attractive r•d
PUEGOT
60
$
995
$1495 Coupe, Soft y•Ilow with pretty
60 FORD
and broken.
60 MG ROADSTER. .51395
& white with power steering and
ments, and are inclined by na4 door.
actual
SD,
2,005
miles,
'2
Extra
Nicis!
6
cyl.
green interior. Floor shift, radio
brakes. Drives like a dream!
41895 59 GOLIATH
ture to meet each other in the
59 LINC
S 295
ton pick upl Light biu•.
and heater, and white time.
Contin•ntal, fully equipped.
$1495
61 RENAULT
60 FORD
$1295
world of spiritual values, whose
61
PONTIAC...
$2095
both
tops
clean
Corav•Ile.
With
Golaxi•, 4-dr. Gleaming black,
51495
59 PONT.
progressive assimilation opens
Sport Coup• with 7800 actual
set off by W.W. tires, full power.
4-dr. with radio, heater, autoto them the possibility of permiles, S•• to appr•clot•! Has 58 CADILLAC
$1495
and
steering
power
matic,
59 VOLKSWAGEN $1095
$ 995
58 CHEV
pow•r steering & brak•s. R&H, Sedan D•Vill•. 40,000 actual
fection without limits.
brakes.
1 Own•r, lik• new.
Vaulx?
2-4r., light blue, original vinyl
automatic.
Bel Air 4-di. hardtop V•8 with
miles. Full power.
"They have the right and
leather int•rior. RAH, W. W. tir•s,
Angeline Owens, is the lucky
$1995 58 DODGE
WSW
tires.
62 FORD.
Powerglid•,
R&H,
$ 995 60 VOLKSWAGEN
$1295
o fine p•rforrnisr.
59 FORD
$ 995
Fairlon• 500 V-8 with radio
fellow Thomas Clay or Lanny duty, therefore, to live in comAttractive whit•. Very clean.
2-dr. hardtop with automatic. Like n•w.
r•d with
Solid
dogr Country Sedan, 6 passenger.
driv•.
munion
with
one
herst•r,
sr.
another."
Vaulx?
Sharp as new!
BUICK
$1395
59
vinyl trim.
Attractiv• light green. Radio,
Constant attention is requirDe Frances Freeman only
$1695
Invicto sport sewn with power
OPEL
$ 695 60 CHEV
heater, automatic trans. and white
S 695 60
54 CHEV..
Standard broko, standard trans.,
st••ring and beak., air cond.
goes to the bowling alley to ed for social harmony and jus2 door.
tires.
A clean Memphis car. Ready
$1395
IMPALA
59
miles.
actual
22,000
owner,
On•
factory air.
tice among races, the Pope's
Bright red A white, oc•ilent
to go.
see the fellows.
Has power st•oing, powo brakes,
60 FIAT. .....
3 495
R & H. S•• to appreciate,
WSW tires, It's a ,real fin• perencyclical
declared,
"because
59
PONTIAC
$1695
top
&
new
black
4
powerglid•.
Like
pronounce
door,
Delk
can
only
'1100'
S•rlo.
Pat
59 RAMBLER
$2095
$1195
62 FORD.
Bonneville • 4-dr., H.T.
Full
lovely canary color. Has R&H
one name and that is Reevance of the marked dynamism of
Cross Country Wagon. A beautiful
$1895 pow•r, 31,000 actual miles.
Galax]. 500 2-dr. hardtop R&H, 60 PONTIAC..
and WSW tires, tool
61 FALCON
$1295 ton and b•ige,on• owner Memphis
our society, new solutions and
Bonnoill• 4-dr. hardtop.
Full
Gates.
st. drive. Solid black, red interior
$1795 Custom 4-dr. with auto trans., wagon. Excellent .whito tires,
60 IMPALA
Jean Hager was seen styling a steady adaptation to change
$1895 powair and metro sharp,
$ 895
62 CHEV
59 FORD
R&H, WSW tir••. Attractive white auto-trans., 6-cyl. engine, RAN.
Attractive white with black top,
is required in race relations as
10,000 actual 60 PONTIAC
$1495 Ranch wagon Radio, heater, V-8,
Corvoir Manna.
in a '63 convertible.
with a like-new interior, Comfort
lovely red & whit• interior. Just
Catilino. 2 door. R&H. Auto- straight drive,
59 PLYMOUTH.... SI095
miles, 'four in th• floor'. Irri•
Miles Simmons and Easter in other social concerns."
economy combin•d1
&
Power steering &
lik• new!
matic transmission. Air cond.
maculate
Sports Suburban. Factory air.
58 LINCOLN ... $1495
Moore have been holding a "We deem it opportune," the
brakes, 1 owner.
g•r.
$1495
56 T-BIRD
$1895 P.S. . 9 p
59 FORD
power,
full
$109$
2-dr.
hardtop
with
strong conversation in the li- Pope continued, "to point out
59 CHEV
$ 895 Convertible with dOachable hard- 59 CHEV
51 PONTIAC
Skylino convertible. RAH auto$1395
factory air. Sharp! One owner.
Biscayne
2
door
6.
Automatic
how difficult it is to underbrary.
white
top.
Attractiv• iwd with
top. Gleaming white. Fully ,quip. Porirwood 4-Dr. station wagon,
matic transmission. Power lottotranoriis•lon. Radio & hooter.
Exceptionally clean, fin• per.
Betty King received a "seven stand clearly the relations bewith R&H, power O•ering
ing. Pow. brok•s. Extra sharp.
$1595
58 CADILLAC
V-8. st. drive. Lovely beige, air
brakes, orc•Ilent WSW tiro. •
former. RAM, power brakes, WSW
INTER
S 895 Coupe D•Vill• with full power.
Cond., Memphis car. Call former
page" letter from James Black- tween the objective require59 RAMBLER . ..S 995 59
own•r.
Moro in ortro nic• condition.
tir••.
factory air. Like n•wi
ments of justice and concrete
well (T.S.U.)
4 door 'A'. Radio A hooter. Auto$1095 62 RAMBLER
mettle tronerni•sion
4 795 59 MERCURY
57 CHEV
$ 495 61 INT'L
$1095
$1795
Elsie Porter and Maxine Sea- situations, namely, to perceive
56 CHEV
Montclair 4-dr. with power ste•r- 4.Dr. Cross Country Wagon. Air
210-2 Dr., h.cyl. Straight drive
....$1495 8.1 Air sport coup•. Has RAN, Stout Panel Extra nice
59 BUICK..
borne have a case of "mouth- the degrees and forms in
by WSW
ing and brakes, R&H, automatic.
s•t
off
Gleaming
black
cond.
at.
shift
for
•conoiny.
auto
On•
R&H,
4.dr.
Has
Elect.°
which doctrinal principles
automatic tronarniaalon.
ing." (Shut up!)
60 SIMCA
$ 695
WSW tir•s. A very nine, low miletires. PR. H. Very clean.
owner Monphis car. Owner can
Inatic, power stiorring and Oaks's
Annie Dixon is out to get a and directives ought to be apag•
cart
b•
coiled.
One owner, lik• n•w.
$ 995 59 RENAULT .
S 496
.....5 495
59 PONTIAC.
55 OLDS
certain girl's boyfriend (watch- plied to reality.
Radio & heater
Holiday coup• with power stye, 59 CHEV.... .... $1395
55 CADILLAC. ...$ 795 Cato. Sedan
$ 795
61 RENAULT
"And the perception of those
Automatic transmission. Power
impala sport coup• in attractiv•
out).
lag, power brakes, powo windows,
Conv•rtibl•. Solid whit• voltb red
S 495
60 FIAT 600
white. Power steering & brakes.
steering. Power brok
interior. Micas,
oic•Ilent WSW tires. Exc•ptionally
Marcella Walker thinks she degrees and forms is all the
dream.
Runs & drives lik• a new on&
a
drives
lik•
nice and
has Isaial Williams in the palm more difficult in our times,
which are marked by a proaf her hands.
Wary Willingham and Wil- nounced dynamism. For this
liam Owens are unseparable. reason, this problem of bringSol Crawford is the only ing social reality into line with
sound that Lillie Bolton is let- the objective requirements of
justice is a problem which will
ting out these days.
never admit of a definitive
PERSONALITIES
Lorraine Williams, Charles solution."
Branham, Joe Duckett, Minnie In the meantime, the Holy
Walker, Doris Gammon, Jim- Father stated, our children
Aftmy Rice, Eleanor Houston, Ro- diust watch over themselves
111111,sie Montgomery, Shirley Redd, lest they relax and feel saisNaomi Nevels, Gail Franklin, tied with objectives already
achieved.
and Robert Rivers.

Kellogg Club To
Support Sickle
Cell Research Fund

nted

Elk's Oratorical
Contest Set For
Th
is Sunday
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Pope's Plea For Racial
Justice Wins Plaudits

AVacation Bible
t at. John

Rev. James Lawson
Named Chairman
Of NAACP Committee

:IED

Attends Meeting

•

Fla. Close To
•Backing Ban
On Poll Tax

SEE A SOLID BLOCK of AUTOMOBILES AT 3264 to 3280 SUMMER AVE.
"
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Anna CbIooke
PASSION WEEK SERVICES of Denmark, Tenn.
Here's hoping your Easter Attired in white floor length
holidays were most enjoyable formals, the debutantes made,
By CARLOTTA WATSON some in-laws and sons-in-law
ones and that you did not let their entrance in the midst of]
Counselor B. T. Washington do not see eye to eye in at
sorors,
in
the pleasures of the Easter their sponsors, Sigma
Hi School
least 10 years.
bunny take the place of the formal attire.
Musing: Wasted Opportunity
Dear Mrs. Watson: My huspresented
noseThey
were
real meaning of Easter.
... Ruskin once said that when band and I have separated. I
including
Milgays
by
escorts
To issue in the Holy Week
we fail to praise a man who thought another man wanted
Services, John Stainer's "The ton Charles Perry, Nero Law-1
: deserves praise, two sad things to marry me, but he changed
Charles'
George
Reid,
renoe,
Crucifixion" was presented at
happen; we run a chance of his mind. Now my husband
Finger,
the morning worship hour on Ratliff, An
driving him from the right road has gone to Chicago. I want
Dawson,
Bobby
Rush,
Charles
CME
Paul
Palm Sunday at St.
for want of encouragement, him back. Before he left he
church under the direction of Milton Womack, James Jack- i
and we deprive ourselves ofl was always asking me to take
Gray,
\Wham
son,
Malcolm
choir
senior
Mrs. E. C. Ramey,
one of the very happiest of our him back. How can I get Mm?
Wayne
Neal,
jr.,
Jerry
Whyte,
director.
privileges, the privilege of reCarrie: I think probably you
Featured soloists were Dr. Gill Anderson, Anthony Clark,
warding labor that deserves a have over played your hand.
Hunt,
a
n
d
John
Marion
L.
E.
Dr.
McKissack,
W. E.
reward.
You can't have your cake and MIF
Carter, Carty Robinson, jr., Rhodes.
Dear Mrs. Watson: I am mar- eat it too. Most men who preevening
moment
of
the
The
Paul's
St.
of
Fox
Mrs. Mary
ried and have three children. tend that they love you so very
senior choir and Thomas How- was the crowning of "Miss
When my mother and father badly when YOU ALREADY
time
the
Debutante"
at
which
Mother
from
soloist
guest
ard,
come to see me he gets angry HAVE A HUSBAND, suddenLiberty CME church. Mrs. honor was bestowed on Miss
and he stays angry all the ly lose their affection when
Freddie Clark Black of Jack- Joyce Johnson, a junior at
time. We have been married they are shouldered with reson and Memphis served as Merry High School. Second
three years and he acts the sponsibility. The next move is
place honors went to Brenda
organist.
same old way.
up to your husband. You may
Monroe,
a
JackKay
junior
at
the
evening
Sunday
On
Carrie: In-law trouble is as write to him . . . but it is still
Youth and Adult choirs of son High school, while third
old as time itself. That is up to him to accept your exBerean Baptist church present- place honors went to Debris
something that either works cuse. If you do get him back,
ed -"The Seven Last Words" by Anne Brown, a sophomore at
or does not work. However, I I hope you will remember this
M.:Isabelle Ritter and excerpts Merry High school.
would not give up hope of his when your temper tells you to
Chairman of the Cotillion
from Forest C. Walter's "Portmaking an adjustment . . . walk off again.
als- Everlasting." Special num- was Mrs. Dorothy Hamlett
bers presented by the Youth Young with Mrs. Odessa Beck
general manager of Rollaway Lanes, Bolden Lawson, presiChoir were "The Strife is Over" serving as co-chairman. Bas- GRAND OPENING of the Promoters' League were attended
ileus of Nu Sigma chapter is by, left-right: Charles Jarrett, assistant manager of the
dent of Promoters club; Rev. N. A. Crawford, manager of
and "The Palms."
Mrs. Vivian Bell.
bowling lanes; Miss Gwendolyn Cheatham, James CrittenSouthern Educators: Jacqueline Harris and Jacky Price.
TEC CONGRESS
On the educational side, Hostesses to the April meet- don, president of4he Junior Promoters, Roland Lambert.
many Jacksonians journed to ing of the Jackson Alumnae
Nashville last week to attend chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
the Tennessee Educational Con- sorority were Mesdams Alfreda
gress which was held on the Porter, Janie Pruitt, Dorothy
campus of Tennessee A. & I. Douglas, and Etta B. Williamson. Conducting the business
State University.
Featured speaker for the session was Mrs. Mildred Hay,
General session on Friday was president after which a deRev. Marshall L. S. Shepherd, licious chicken dinner was enpastor of Mt. Olive Tabernacle joyed by all present.
Baptist church and Council- Remember the Fisk Univerman-At-Large of Philadelphia, sity dancers! You just saw an
example of the performance
Pa.
Your scribe attended the li- in last year's pageant. You will
brary section meeting where be able to see a whole show on
Dr. Samuel Shepherd, assistant April 30. Under the direction
superintendent of schools and of Mrs. Mable R. Love of NashDirector of the Banneker Group ville and Fisk, the dancers will
in St. Louis, Mo., was the guest be doing a benefit for the
speaker along with Mrs. Wil- United Negro College Fund
man Stokley, author and col- drive at Lane Collage. Curtain
umnist of Newport, Tennessee. time is 8 p.m., at the Merry
These of the entire meeting High School gymnasium. Genwas "Superior Teaching for eral admission is one dollar
with student tickets on sale for
Crucial Change."
fifty cents advance. J. A. Cooke
DEBS PRESENTED
Springtime marks the social is director of the UNCF drive
season and it was Friday, April on the Lane College campus.
5 that 17 debutantes were pre- ! Another date to remember is
sented by Sigma Gamma Rho Thursday, May 2 when the
Sorority, Inc., in the Lane col- Citizens Fellowship Dinner
lege gymnasium. Making their will be had. Tickets are $5
debut to a huge audience were: each. The battle is not yet won BY CANDLE LIGHT members of Theta Zeta Alumna chapmittee. Standing: Mrs. Pochahuntas Boykins, parlimentariRuby Mae Wells, daughter of and who can tell how much fi- ter and honorary members of Pi Rho Zeta International
an, Honorary Members Mrs. Garrett, Miss I. J. Gleeden,
Mr. and Mrs. Griffin Wells, nance will be needed in the fu- Commerce sorority repeated
their pledges during a formal
Mrs. L. Threats, other members include Mrs. Frances HasKatie Joyce Merry, daughter ture. Do not turn down the
ritual at St. John Baptist Church, 640 Vance Ave.. recently.
sell, Mrs. Jana Porter, Alumnae members Miss Mildred
of Mr. and Mrs. Allan Merry, representative when he comes
Seated alumnae members: Mrs. Georgia Walker, secretary,
Jones. chairman pledge and Sgt. at Arms. Miss Aleta GateEASTER AND MILADY — Against a background of dogBrenda Kay Monroe, daughter to you. Let's make this a big
.Miss Veieska Edwards, assistant secretary, Miss Vernita
wood treasurer. Members at large, Mrs. Ray Parker Dudley,
wood blossoms and the beauty of nature, Miss Barbara
of Rev. and Mrs. William Mon- affair.
Kerr, president, Mrs. Annie E. Crawford. vice president,
Paris. Frances, and Miss Curlynn Spann, Jackson, Tenn.
Griffin epitomizes the chic appearance of fashionable
roe, Maybelline Ragland,
Miss Lucy Cursey, chairman program and activities corndaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tomwomen in the Easter Parade of last Sunday. Miss Griffin Is
mie Ragland, Patricia Ann
a second grade teacher at Cummings Elementary School.
Jones, daughter of Mr. and
She attended Bethlehem Baptist Church, wearing a yellow
H. T. Conner, president of hams and Glenn Waldon.
Mrs. Collins Jones all of Jacklinen suit which featured a white sleeveless blouse, the
Region IV Athletic Associa-j Misses Martha Coleman and
son; Shirley Ann Bacon,
tion and Principal Weakley 1 Peggy Donaldson have tied
jacket embroidered with yellow, white and green flowers.
daughter of Mrs. Ester Bacon
SCIENCE FAIR
April 10. R. L. Radford, Re_ County Training School. More for Valedictorian. W. A. Boyan original by Jacquelyn. Her matching chiffon hat, gloves
of Tracy, Ky.; Debris Anne
The Science Fair at Stigall gion IV, Athletic commission- than 150 teachers, pupils and kin is Salutatorian and Miss
and shoes and bag completed the striking costume which
Browne, daughter of Mr. and
. High School Sunday, April 7, er of Trenton, served as friends were present. After Dorothy Gentry ranks third.
keyed one of the seasons most attractive color combinations.
Mrs. Hollis Brown of Jackson; The "Orchetses." an ofgaiii- . proved to be a success. More Toastmaster.
the banquet everyone went to It is unusual for a class to
(Photo by Mark Stansbury).
tarn-'than forty
Hortence Olivia Bolden. daugh- zation of young Memphis .—
the Gymnasium were O.C. have two Valedictorians.
displays and proj- ,
II
m
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Quince Bol-Ifessional women will. present ects were closely observed by .—Y. M. .H. Burnett gave Cole's Pipes were waiting to
The Sponsors and contesden of Somerville; Clara Jean Jimmy Smith and his organ a large crowd of spectators the invocation.
play for the rest of the eve- tants of the Miss Debette
Carroll, daughter of Mrs. Al- and orchestra in concert to be'who moved through the curMusic was by Estrellitas. ning.
Contest sponsored by the
verda Carroll of Humbollt; Sal- held at Currie's Club Tropicana . ridors of Stigall.
The purpose of the banquet
Members of the Athletic Board of Directors of The
lie Beatrice Burns, daughter of on Sunday. May 5.
was
told
by
the
beth
Ballard,
Anna
B.
Bryson,
Toastmaster.
! Mrs. Anna B. Bryson and
Gillespie Kindergarten are
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Burns of The Orchettes plan to pre- I her division of the second Solo Charlie Emery. Coach Enid Sims, Willie Poston, C. busy at work. All of the conDyer; Minnie Lee Massie, sent outstanding artists in laan- . grade won first
Willie
Poston
C.
Moody,
Jr.,
U.
Johnson,
presented
Letlace f
testants, sponsors and parents By BETTY HOLLOWELL JOLLY JUNIORS:
efit performances to raise
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Young, Bettye Carr,
rades 1-2-3. The title
will be announced next week.
e of ters and Awards to the Bas- C. F. Jones,
protheir
charity
funds
for
DEBATE:
lie Massie of Selmer; Joyce
their project was "How Plants ketball and Footbali players TOP STUDENTS
Also the date of the contest. Anderson Cook and William Eva Brittnum, Delois Buchanjects.
Evangeline Joyce Johnson,
an, Mary Eskridge, Robert
Grow." They rec 'ved a beau- who had earned them. An- The Valedictorian and Salu- The Board is grateful to Mrs.
Richmond debated on WLOK Davis, Veron Grose, Leo Gray,
daughter of Mrs. Willie Eva Officers and members of the tiful trophy
.11 b nouncements and recognition tatorian of Stgiall High School N. N. McKelvy for making
Mrs.
are
subject:
organization
the
station
on
year-old
radio
Monie of Jackson; Martha Sue
of Guest was made by Prin- have been announced by cookies for the Kindergarten
Ronald Hooks, William James.
kept in their room for one o
Coleman, daughter of Rev. and Florence Bonner, president; year.
cipal A. P. Nunn. The ban- Principal Nunn and senior every week. The little ones "Be It Resolved That Commu- SILLY SOPHOMORES:
vice
Green,
Juanita
L.
Other
Ideologies
Mrs.
and
nism
quet address was given by class Advisors Mrs N. F. Wil- certainly enjoy them.
Mrs. T. R. Coleman of HumDoris Casey, Beverly Wells,
Mrs. Ora C. Itentry and
Should Be Taught In Public Carol McDaniels, Barbara Taboldt; Martha An n Shaw, president ; Mrs. Earnestine her division
of the fourth
VirginAdams,
secretary;
Miss
opponents
heir
Schools."
7
Rodaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
bor, Elizabeth Hill, Lorenzo
grade won first place for
were Charles Brown and James Forest. Revence Slates, James
bert Shaw, jr. of Jackson; ia Chance!]. assistant secre- grades 4-5-6. They also
retreas.
Grady,
Miss
Sylvia
who
won
tary;
Douglass,
Kincaide
of
daughBrenda Joyce McGee,
Elmore, Fred Jones, Harry
ceived a trophy to be kept in
by a score of 9O-48.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence urer: Mrs. Mae W. Smith.
I artin.
their room for one year. The
GLEE CLUB:
Landrum of Union City; Bar- nancial secretary; Mrs. Mary J. title of their project was,
SPRING FEVER:
The Ham ilton Glee club I have noti-ad
bare Jean Hart, daughter of Britt. bosiness manager: Mrs. "Growing New Plants."
a ring
lunder the direction of Mrs. around Annette Corley's neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hart of Lillian Jean Bumpus, corresWinston presented i.,/ovv
il Johnnie
Jackson; and Rosa Lee Versesvnondina secretary. and Mrs. Electorplating Baby Shoes,
that Larry Clark?
a job well done by Jimmie
itheir first annual concert on Jackie Young and O'Leary
taughter of Mrs. Lizzie Verser Robbie W. Currie, reporter.
McCurrie and David Ellis
April 7. Bennie Jenkins, a Ankton say Joy Hoehes will
both Juniors, was first place
Metropolitan finalist and a never make a triangle.
winner ior
grades seven'
member of the Hamilton facul- Terri Robinson and '
13 ,anon('
through 'twelve. Their names
ty, was their guest artist.
Myers operate by a switch, on
will be engraved on a bronze
Dean
Willa
honor
of
in
Also,
arai off.
plaque to be placed in the
still atii.tht.
Theodorejot,ct„ w;Itc,Anderson
rsiToes- Theodore
thleaiVmaeladdan
r aasndace
yrkew
n d
trophy case. There were other
day
projects completed by science
DAY.
Top
PARKER
recording Is it true that Lawson Rowe
students that need honorable
stars, such as William Bell, 50,4 le,-silhi•-• Herron sica as anaa
mention. The teachers and
Lyrics, Marilyn Roby has eyes only
The
Mar-Keys,
The
parents recognize these stuDavid Porter and, of course, to,11hrel1e 5nmPrize
dents as prospective winners
Deanie and The Valadors were Sherman Helton has admirfor next year.
present to entertain the enor,^^ a certain young lady
THE JUDGES
mous audience.
kit B.T.W.
The judges for the Fair
I A lice Taylor is willing to
were Mrs. Alberta Jamison,
ASSEMBLY PROGRAM:
teacher at Rutherford EleA student speaker. a mock wait.
mentary school, Rutherford,
meeting and a combined skit, (-lat.'. Lyaaa hos nut
and Principal A. W. Simmons
and punpet show composed the claim nn one of the Bobo
R
of Central High school Alamo.
assembly of the speech de- D-c'''ess
s
siaiduleelinnte
!Tenn. The judges had a little
po
articipatingar ent. Somewoefrethe N
trouble making a decision because of excellence of work
Hurst. Hethert West. Evelyn
done. This is an indication}
Simmons, Bobbie Douglas, Betthat teachers and students put
tye Carr. Julie Saville. Jacouea lot of time and effort into
line Hardy a n d Maudette
Monroe Currin, sensational
the planning for the Fair.
Rrnwnlee.
guard from Halls. Tenn., who
The Science Department of THE 1963 "MISS JUBILE(1" is pretty Vivian
Miss(hanev and South Menophian, are look- COMING EVENT:
paced LeMoyne's Magicians
Stigall is appreciative of the Chaney, 17, (center). She Is the daughter of
ing forward for a glimpse of her in her glory. The Hamilton Band concert during the past season, was
interest and help contributed Mrs. Alma Chaney — a
She is the daughter of Mrs .Maggie Cren- will be given April 17 in our ranked 18th among individual
popular beautician.
to the boys and girls who Miss Chaney is tall,
shaw, 118 W. Utah St. Second Alternate — auditorium. The oublic is in- scoring leaders, according to
persuasive.
Her
tan,
and
asked for advice and help
Petite, shy, and beautiful is only a partial vited to enjoy this event with final statistics just released
HEADED TO CHURCH on Easter Sunday morning is Miss from resourceful people who dancing eyes and daring dimples are expected
by the National Collegiate
to
win
the
hearts
of
description of Miss Eleanor Banks of Lester
lead
she
as
before
Mempldans
for
11
years
personality
the
much
to
could contribute
Willa Monroe. a WDIA radio
Athletic Association. He had
MIGHTY SENIORS:
high
school
her
the
parade
annual
This
is
and
(right).
second
year
processions
in
the
seen
projects
is
Monroe
a
the
development
her retirement on account of illness. Miss
Joyce Walton. Pat Hooks, a 28.0 average.
as
a
the
Jubilee
and
Court
Member
festivities.
She
Fourth
extreme
northWilliams
H.
lives
exhibits.
C.
at
348-13
leaving her home for mass at St. Augustine Roman Catholic and
Myrtle Ranking, Peggy Waller, Captain James Gordon, the
eastern portion of the city awaits to acclaim
St. Second Alternate — Another lovely girl
church where she is a member, and is wearing an orchid chairman of Science Dept.
Rosie Tabor, James Carpenter, big forward from Louisville,
BanAthletics
Annual
her.
The
with
Seventeen,
charm
she
is
the
daughter
and poise Is second 17-year-old,
of Mr. Ernest Batton, Matthew Dand- wound up in the No. 14 spot
corsage, a gift from her former employers. Miss Monroe
quet of Stigall was held in Miss Delores Crenshaw of Carver high school
and Mrs. Manuel Price, 648 Tillman St.
rides. Tyrone Byrd. Lawrence among field goal percentage
is beginning to make public appearances after an illness of
the Library Wednesday night (left). Miss Crenshaw shares honors with
leaders. His average was .811.
Griffin.
18 months.
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